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U.S. Rep . Mel Hancock, the spon sor of Amendment 7, and Jim Moody,

participate in local forum over Amendment 7

the former state budget director, will

serve basis, wi th about 650 avaliable

ports to analyze Amenament 7's po-

tunity for Missouri voters to hear both

discuss the proposed amendment at a

seats. Doors will open at 6:30.

tential impact on Missouri's economy.

sides of the Amendmen t 7 debate.

Student Council sponsored public forum Wednesday, Nov. 2, at the University of Missouri-Rolla. The forum
begins at 7 p.m. in Leach Theatre of
Castleman Hall. This forum will be

Mel Hancock sponsored the original Hancock amendment in1980 when
he was a Missouri senator. He is
currently representing a southwest

Both speakers will be allowed t~

The proceedings will be broadcast
live by KTTR, KUMR and student

open to the public on a first come, first

MSJody authored one of the major re-

Missouri district

in Congress.

Jim

make twenty minute opening remarks,

followed by questions from the audience . The forum will be moderated by
Tom Colvin of KTTR.
The forum will be the best oppor-

radio station KMNR. For more information , contact Student Council
President Andrew Sears at (314) 341 4280.
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All orginizational meeting times ·
and places are provided by the
Student Activity Center, UCW
218. Please send aU changes to the
aforementioned office.
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6:00 pm: Akido mtg., 304 Rolla

McNutt

helpl

7:30 pm: Solar Car Team Mtg., G-3 Basic

6:30 pm: BSUBible Study, Baptist Student Center

8:00 pm: SUB: Julius Caesar. Leach Theatre

a career in preserving the envirorunent; from typical

En ..1ronment Career DIrectory: l one-stop guidefor

8:00 pm: Aikido Club Practice, 304 Rolla Bldg.

Eta Kappa Nu help session, 213 EE

7:00 pm :

8:30pm: Tau Beta Sigma Mtg., 212 McNutt

11¢. Myragg"

Illdorganiutions withjobsand internships.

~

r,whofOUg

4:00pm: GamingAssoc. OpcnGamingSession, 126/

1:00 pm-l:oo pm: SME Bratwu.m Sales, Outside

started this

nie5inthe U.S. today, 27S finnsincluded,frombigb-

.....nt Wheni l
.~
I
jd"npropet'IY·.
had served [
1I',~ehehad a t
My children be
~wme died. E
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Until the U.S.
.,uinr,ligiousde
po;d theesl.btist
, 6nol whal A(
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139/140ChemE

McNutt

emphasis on the application ofconstructive cvlluation

tech, entrepreneurial start-ups to Fortune 500 gilDll.

f"!'gueinPro~

(TQMorTolJllQuality Managemenl). Reenliter&have

Directory or Internallonal Internships: comprt-

the opportunity to evaluate students and students have

hensive guide to internships around the world spoil-

7:00 pm: NSBE MIg .. G-S H-SS

8:00pm: SLPat', CommiueeMtg., l07CMEAnnex

6:00 pm: Aikido aub MIg. , 304 RoUa Bldg

8:00 pm : Arnold Air Society mtg., 209 Harris

Friday
1:30 pm: Muslim Student Assoc. Mtg.

6:00 pm: Down ID Earth MIg., 211 McNutt

9:30 pm: Gamma Beta Sigma Mtg., 212 McNutt

3:00pm: Trap and Skeel aub Mlg., I04B T2

6:00pm: Wesley-Breakaway, WedcyHouse

6:00 pm: Spelunk'r& aub MIg., 204 McNutt

~oDay

7:30 pm: Alcoholics Anonymous Opm Mig., Walnut

8:00 pm: College Republicans MIg., 117 CE

11:30am: BSUPrayerLunch,Baptist Studc:ntCenter

Tuesday

7:00 pm: AGS Mtg., 114 CE

lNTERVIEWEVALUATlONS:

biorernediation, manufacturing and conmlting.

lfyouhave had more than threeon-campus interviews,

cludescontacts and '95 eD\·ironmentaloutlook.

be suretocheck at the CareerOpportunities Centerfor

Every Women', Essential Job Hunting" RuUlllt

_ Book: winning job search strategies; includea as

picked theirs u·p and have found them very helpful in

resume samples, interviewing advice Illdlistshottat

pointing out both strong and weak areas'in their inter-

ean:ersfor.womentoday.
America's

lion: keyfactsll;OOutthemostrapidlygrowingcoq._

nu in keeping with the university-wide

the opportwlity to evaluate the recruiters. Both then

son:dbyc:ducationalinstitutions,govemmcntagenc:ia

7:00 pm : SUB Movie: Tombstone, 104 ME

6:30 pm: IFC mIg., 206 MeNuu

receivetheevalualionsforlheirownimprovernent.

and private organizations.

9:00 pm:' SUB Movie: Tombstone, 104 ME

6:30 pm: StuCo, 204 McNutt

GREAT NEW BOOKS 'TO HELP YOUR lOB

completereferenccIDAmerica'sSOOla'XeotandmO&l

SEARCH:

successfulfinru with over2S00employees. Includes

1994-95 The Almanac 0( Ammcan Employers:

McNutt

6:30 p~: Tau Beta Pi ~tg .• G-lC~em

Saturday
UMRmen's and women's cross count!)' ,NCAA Great
Lakes Regional, time to beannoun~, at Evansville,

MilesAuditoriwn,MechanicalEngineeringBldg. In·

8:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma Mtg., 212'~TcNutt

Ind.

d ividual tickets are $3 and are available at th'edoor. ·

10:00 am: UMRswimming, Washington UniverSiiy

7: 00 pm: UMR. Fall Film Series, '\High Fidelity,"

..
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Relays,atSt. Louis

1:45 pm: Christian Science Organization Mtg. , Sun· ,

• 7:00 pm':
12:00 pm : Gam~g Assoc. Open Gaming Session,

rise

'P;,nheUi~ to~cH R'e su~e Pro~~, 204

McNutt

ChemE

,

2:30 pm: StuCo Lawyer, Walnut

.

7 :00 pm: W.T. Schrenk Society Mig., 121,Ch~m

11:00 pm: I U~ Mi"er (o~tl?~ll. ~iissouri ~Q~uth.em ,
J

StateCoUege, Jac:~ngField ' l
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7:30 pm:,B.aptistStudent Unoin Bible Study, Sunrise

densed-Matter InterfacC:S with X-rays and Neuttons,"
7:00 pm: SUB MO\'ie: Tomlistone, 104 ME

8 :00 pm : Aikido Club Practice, 304 Rolla Bldg

9:00 pm: SUB Mov ie: Tombstone, 1041\'1£

8:00 pm: Chi Alpha Mig., Meramac

Columbia, Room I O4P1iysics Bldg. Refreshments will

4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon MIg., 117 CE
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship Mig., Made

Sunday
10:30 am: Bahai Club Study Mtg., Walnut

Next Wednesday
11:30 am: BSU Prayer Lunch, Baptist Student Center

Twain
3:00 pm: Benefitconcertforthe Russell House, O.zark

12:00 pm:

6:00pm: Intercollegiate Knights Mtg., l04Physics

actors Theater

Steakhouse,l 060 Highway 63 South. Formore infor-

6:00 pm:

6:00pm: Wesley Dinnerand Chapel,Wesley House

athleticdepartment at (314) 34 1-4175,

7:30 pm : CarnpusCrusade forOuist Mtg., Walnut

5:30 pm:

UMR Booster Dub meeting, G&D

mation call David Dearth at (3 14) 341-4841 or the
Res. Life Spades Tournament, Miner

Lounge

6:30 pm : Alphll Phi Omega Mtg., 227 FullOn

lntramul'1l.1 Managers Mig., Classroom

Multi-Purpose
8:00 pm : Arnold AirSociety Mtg., 209 Harris

6:30 pm: BSU Worship, Baptist Student Center

6:00 pm: Aikido Club Mtg., 2 11 McNutt
8:00 pm: KMNR Station Mtg., 107C ME Annex

6:30 pm: Am. Nuclear Society Mtg., 227 Fulton.

6:00 pm: Down to Earth Mtg., 211 McNutt
9:00 pm : Blue Sabres Mtg., 208 Harris

6:30pm: Alpha Sigma Mu Mtg. , 211 McNutt

6:00 pm : Wesley-Breakaway, Wesley House

Monday

7:00pm: Gaming Assoc. Mtg.,317CE

6:00 pm: Spelunkcrs Oub Mtg., 204 McNutt

12:00 pm: UniversityOralOrs Chapterof Toastmas7:00 pm: SAMS Mtg., Walnut

o.eclcoutthefollowinggreatnewpublicationsatthe
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be seJVed beforehand.
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viewskills.
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presented by Paul Miceli, University of Missouri-
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-your evaluations by recNiters . Many students have

7:00 pm: Raiders mtg.. 302 Harris
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emerging companies and agencies involved in
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Peterson', Job Opps '95 the Environment: hick-
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Vndel

ters International meets, Missouri Room, UCE, For

7:00 pm: AlChE MIg. , G-3 Ohem.

more infonn ation, contactOmer Roberts at (3 14) 364-

7:00pm: IEEE MIg., 114 CE

1324.

7:00 pm: ASCE MIg., 114 CE

7:00 pm : lndependents Mtg., 117 CEo

2<:'3 0 pm : Solar Car Tcam Mtg., G4A Basic

7:00 pm : Raiders mtg., 302 Harris

7:30 pm: SHORTS Mtg., Marie; Twain

3:30 pm: Christian Science Mtg., Sunrise

7:30 pm: SME Mig .. 204 McNutt

7:30 pm: Voices of Inspiration Mtg., lstA,ssemblyof

5:00 pm : Alpha Kappa Alpha Mtg., Sun rise

8: 00 pJl1: Kappa KAppa Psi/fau Beta Sigma~1tg., 206

#
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Understand My Dream
Son of a gun, I had the same dream the other night as some mythical letter
writer. My raggeDY Revolution War soldier said to me, " I am Joe Reid, your
ancestor, who fought in the revolution. I am buried in the cemetery in New Fane,
Vermont. When I tried to vote after the war was over, I was denied because I did
not own property. My wife couldn't vote because she was a woman. My neighbor
who had served in the Continental Army and owned property could not vo te
because he had a black skin.
My children became sick with tuberculosi~, diphtheria, small pox, and polio
and some died. Expenditures of tax money by the U.S. Government helped
etiminate these scourges so that your children shall have no fear for these diseases.
Until the U.S. Congress acted, several of the states had laws establishing
certain religious denominations and fining people for not attending. I refused to
,nend the established church and I was fined for every Sunday I did not attend.
This is not what Ann Hutchenson, the Quakeress hanged on the Boston Common'
for her religious beliefs died for nor why Roger Williams fled to live with Indians
in Rhode Island nor why the Jews fled persecution in Brazil to Build their
synagogue in Providence.
The chimera complains abo ut having to buy permits- to travel. They are
normally called airline tickets. He must want ajree ride. He is a real Anarchist;
he does not want to pay taxes although taxes are the price of civilization. He must
not be a student at UMR. Ifhe was a UMR student, with this philosophy, he would
insist on paying the full cost of his education, 4 times the current tuition.
This physiological wo nder wants to put our money system under the control
of Soulb Africa and Russia by reverting to the gold standard. These two countries
are Ibe main producers of gold. They would end up ' owning our industry and'
business.
Remember what Thomas Reid said, "Some men ,like to stand erect, while
olben who are rich and highly placed like to crawl.' Do notbe cowardly dog! Don't
be a gutless wonder! You stood up to oppression before I did! Remember John
Hancock! Sign your name so boldly that all people can read it! ".
H.P. Leighly, Jr.
Professor

More than athletes
At the risk of starting a paper war
hat will annoy students 'Who read> the
I>1iner, I would like to address the letter
n last week's issue regarding athletes.
t isobvious that the anonymous author
If Ibis fabrication had little clue as to
vhat they were ~ting about. First,
a!her than digging into the statistical
IIchives, why not 1001\ at current UMR
eams. We are much better than indio
:ated. Second, the figures referred to
IS "money allocated to varsity ath·
etes," are misrepresented. This is the
.mount of money given to the atQletic
lepartment as a whole. It is used to
und bOlb varsity athletics and the inramural program which hundreds of
tudents are involved in. Finally, it is
,bvious that the author has no idea
vhat it takes to compete in athletic
:vents at any level, much less at the
:ollegiate level. Put on a pair of spikes
ometime, play a sport, then we can

alle.
Rather than waste any more time
eferring to last week's letter, I would
ike to instead touch on.the big picture.
\s students at UMR, we are all-aware
,f the demands placed on each day.
:ests, 'Iab writeups, extensive homeyork assignments .. .we all face it. As
.thleIeS, however, we spend two or
hroo hours every day in the gym or on
he practice field, striving to improve,
.triving to represent this university to
lurfull capacity. It is only then that we
lIe able to taclcle our course work.
)on't get me wrong, however, we are
~mplaining. We chose this urti·

•

versity for its excellent academic pro·
grams in addition to the athletic Programs it provides. Our athletic scholarships and facilities are often less than
what is provided at other universities.
Academics played a large part in drawing us here. If you look at the statistics,
we are not a bunch of dumb jocks just
trying to get by. We are student athletes who strive to succeed in both the
classroom and on the playing field.
Our ability to succeed, however,
has been hampered by two obstacles .
First is the issue of priority registration. In the past at UMR, and at nearly
all other colleges in the ,couruty, athletes are allowed to receive priority
registration. This simply means that
varsity athletes are allowed to register
for courses before they become full.
Varsity athletes are not so numerous
that our registering rust will have that
great an impact on registration overall.
It will, however, have a tremendous
impact on UMR athletics. It's hard
enough to structure a class schedule
which will not conflict with our athletic endeavors, but when we are
locked out of classes because they are
full, this makes our task nearly impos~ ible .
The second issue is in regard to the
common testing procedure. As a student, I understand the benefit of testing
outside the class period. As an athlete,
however, I find it hard to justify missing a practice or competition for some-

See Athletes page 19

.
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Don't Knock Athletes
As a former varsity athlete, I believe I can see both sides to the issue of '
athletes receiving special treatment.
As such, I feel obligated to resp,ond to
the.opinion publishes in the October 25
issue of the Miner. The opinion was
clearly agains t athletes receiving any
special treatment and there are key
e le.:nents of that opinion with which I
agree. I, and every coach, will agree
that school is the priority of every athlete here. That is the mission of Division II athletics. As for grading penal- .
ization, ·1 have never heard of a person
being penalized for being an athlete.
Futhefmore, I have heard of few probleins re-scheduling tests or being excused from class for competition. I
suspect that very few varsity athletes
could disagree with these statements. I
also suspect that the original writer
who brought forth these accusations
did not present us with a full and
accurate story.
However, I'feel that ihe writer loses
'his or_her focus and begins to personally attack the athletes. It is easy to say
"let's check the facts" and present mis- .
leading information when the 95% of
the students are not athletes and thus
do not know the whole situation .. Many
of our teams do not have great records,
but the fact is that our athletes represent UMR in one of the hardest Division n regions in the nation and do so
with a major handicap: we are a tech-.
nical school. There are very few nonengineers among varsity athletes. The
coaches do not recruit a·diverse group
of individuals. They want, an,d get,
smart, talented, and technically oriented individuals, not Biff Jockstrap.

UMR does not offer a future as a professiona l athlete, it offers a future in
science and e ng ineering . Consequently, ' our athletes carry a higher
GPA than the general student body.
Regardless of their major, how may
Division I athletes can say the same?
Not many.
Perhaps the most disgrunting of all
is the lumping of athletics as just another extracurricular activity. It is an
insult to the athletes to think that way.
There is a major differ~n~e between a
varsity sport, a club sport, or an extracurricular activity. Water Polo is a
perfect example. It is a club sport, not
varsi ty, and it is basically dead at
UMR. I haven't heard of an organized
practice or to urnament in a very long
time. Furthermore, I have always
heard the members complain that nobody would s~ow up to practice! Tlje .
state of the Water Polo club illustrates
the' difference between .varsity sport,
a club sport, and extracurricular activity.
That difference is called commitment. Sure, the writer statios that he or
she has "activities," more than one we
are led to believe. Yippee. So do I.
How may entail swimming 10,000
yards a day for up to six months? That's
what the swimmers do. How many
entail running upwards of eighty miles
per week, in August? That's what the
runners do. And how many entail hours
upon hours of drills under the not sun
~nd in the freezing rairt? That's what
the football players do . Does the
writer's "activities" .push him or her to
the edge? Do they bruise, break and

tear. the flesh? In other words, does it
take a piece of him to do what he does?
And that's just during the season, because it doesn't s,top. Division, II athletics have advanced t6 the point that
these atIJletes must continue to l rain
heavily during the off-season just to
maintain a competitive level. These
athletes have invested an enormous
amount of their life just getting to here
and they continue to do so. So when
yo u say varsity athletics are just another -activity, ' I say you insult them.'
You denigrate everything they have
done.
And perhaps that is what really
irritates me abo ut the writer. There are
those few who questions the worth of
what our athletes do. They ask, "who
care?" I wonder, do they embrace
mediocri ty? Athletics are not just
abo ut chasing a ball, i~s really a celebration oflife, of purpose. We should
celebrate our athlete's achievements.
These athletes have set before them a
greater good'llrtd made a commitment
to attaining it. If we look they will
show us what commitment means.
They will show us the drama of life.
They will show that people will
stumble, but also that we can pick
ourselves up again. They will show us
what dignity is. Why does the writer
not acknowledge that?
Finally, I will not argue the budget
information provided. rm not qualified to do so, but I suspect our anonymous author isn't either. Somehow I
don't think I used $2200 in goggles
during my swimming career!
Michael Holm
# 110471
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IF mE HIGH cosrs OF COllEGE
HAVE GOT YOU DOWN,
AIM HIGH wrrn AIR FORCE ROT(:.

Quick
~
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------------------------------------
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College costs have never been known to go down.
But efforts·to pay for your education can get a big
boost with Air Force ROTC. In fact. you may be eligible
to compete for a full scholarship that will pay lull college tuition, textbooks. fees and $100 each academic
month.
That's just one of the benefits available to those who
Aim High. You'll also combine the lessons of leadership
with your college degree to begin an outstanding career.
From the day you join the Air Force. the advantages
continue to muliiply. l:lpon graduation, you'll wear the
gold bars of an Air Force officer - 'and you'll discover
the prestige and respect ~ven to proven leaders. And
the kind of opportunities available to no other graduate
will be open to you.
It's your future, your scholarship, your decision.
Choose Air Force ROTC today.
Call 341-6541 or stop b y 203 Harris Hall

CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS
~
. .

When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are tbe new study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
.
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes,
midterms and finals.
Do better in the classroom, and on .papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.

Patty's University
Bookstore
1106 Pine Streeto(314) 364-4743
',.
.' ~
.!_.
.. ~
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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RESEARCH
IFORMAnoN
Largest Ubrary of information in U.S. l,
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•
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Or. rush $2.00 10: Research Information
113221daho Ave .• # 206 ·A, Los Angeles: CA 90025
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Are you ail organizer.? Like to ge
people together? Make $$$~ &illn
excellent business exp~rience nnd
'eam free travel by niar'ki!'ti\\g 9ur
~priJ1g l3.re;Uc. pacIs:ages. Call
Igu'ana Tours l-~ " ;&6~-J 23.
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JOIN::U~ sfubENTS'AGAiNST'AMENDMENT 7!
HANCOCK II
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HELP STOP TUITION FROM RISING!
KEEP CLASS SIZpS SrytALL!

MEETINGS EACH THURSDAY AT 8:00 PM AT THE FLAGPOLE
CALL KEITH BLACKFORD AT 368-4078 FOR INFO
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Coming Friday November 4 to the
UMR Multi-Purpose Bldg., Restless
Hearl, one of Ihe biggest country acts
around loday!!! ! They are four time
Grammy nominees and 1990 Country
Music Vocal Group of the Year. Tickets on sale now at the ticket window
outside the bookstore. Student tickets
are only $5 (with student!O) and public tickets are $ 10. Get your tickets
soon!!
The SUB movie this weekend is
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Tombstone, one of the year's hottest
movies, starring Kurt Russell, Val
Kilmer. Tombstone will be shown
Friday and Sat\lfday at 7pm and 9pm .

Later this month, SUB is bringing
Virtual Reality! It will be here November IS, llam-4pm, in UCE. Don'tmiss
your free chance to experience the
world of virtual reality with the most
technologically advanced equipment
available.

Students' Concerns Should Be Addressed to the Office of StudentAffairs
As busy as life is at UMR, you may
not always have the time to pay attention to the world around you. During
freshmen and transfer orientation,
freshmen engineering and other pla!,(,s,
you are told about the variety of services, programs, and offices on campus. However, students 'usually do not
use this information unless they need
it. Unfortunately, when you do have a
problem or concern, you do not remember to whom to talk get it resolved.
The Office of Student Affairs could
be the answer. As student advocates,
our of~ce deals with student issues_and

•
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TVie MVler Revk2w
UMR Students To Present Play

Lu Ann Hampton L averty
Oberlander is the title of this semesters
student play, but yo u don' t have to
worry about pronouncing the title in

order to see it. everyone is invited to
come watc h (I've been calling it
LAHLO since ' brev ity is the soul of
wi!! ). The play is scheduled to open in
UMR's Leach Theater on November
10th and play through Nove mber 12th.
A Texas Trilogy by Pres ton Jones,
LAHLO consists of three plays abo ut
the citizens of a small dead West Texas
town somewhere between Abilene and
San Angelo. LAHLO is a poignan t,
revealing and freq uently h umoro us
play which portrays the to uching and
te lling trials and tribulations of a girl
stagnated in Bradleyville, Texas.
What makes this play so interesting is the fact tl,at it is not a conflict
driven play. It ins tead, foc uses on the
characters and lets us see how they
develop as the story is told.
In Act I, it is the spring of 1953
wher. "!e are firs t introduced to Lu A nn
Hampton. Here she appears as a 17
year old high school cheerleader who
dreams of escaping to far away places,
but instead set!'les for marriage to a
friend of her brothers.

HAPPY

Ten years later, we find Lu Ann
divorced and working as a beautician
in order to support her young daughter.
In this act Lu Ann meets and marries
Corky Oberlander only to lose him to
a ... (You 'll have to see the piay to find
out what happens here!)
In the final acl, it is 1973 and Lu
An n is still in Bradleyville with her
teenaged da ug hter , her a lcohol ic
brother, and her dis abled mother.

In a moving scene, Lu Ann is visited by her high SChool sweetheart who
has become a successful preacher, and
they review the pas I, it becomes
eloquently clear that Lu An n's life has
'come around fu ll circle. Her hopes and
dreams have been sacrificed to the
reali ties of everyday life wi th only her
resolute spirit to sustain her.
LAH LO is directed by John
Woodfi n. John has taught and directed
theater since graduating from the University of Missouri in Columbia in
1972. Upon completing I\is M.A. in
theater fro m Southwest Missouri State
University, John came to Rolla to teach
speech and theater at Rolla High
SchooL After twenty years in the high
school classroom, he has joined the
Performing Arts faculty at UMR full-

as

John Woodfin is Directing
time. John has also directed plays for
the Ozarks Actor's Theater, Beacon
Hill Theater at College of the Ozarks
and enjoys directing the mystery plays
to benefit the Ro lla Public Library.
John Woodfin also enjoys serving on
the board of directors fo r "Arts Rolla",
and Prevention Consultants of Missomi.

concerns and helps resolve student
problems. We cannot help solve these
problems, though, unless we know '
what they are. That i§ where'YOu come
in. lfyou have a concern or issue about
something happening on campus, contact the Office of Student Affairs, 106
Norwood Hall, 341-4292, stu~
aff@umr.edu. Although all problems
or concerns may not be under our control to resolve, we will steer you to the
appropriate campus departments or individuals to answer you questions.
Come find us when you have a question
Of· concern.

Here is the cast list:
Lu Ann Hampton - Nancy Sparlin
Claudine Hampton - Amy Voss
Skip Hampton - Jonathan Oliver
Dale Laverty - Kevin Solofra
Corky Oberlander - Shawn Maloney
Billy Bob Wortman - Mark Watson

see Review, page 17
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UMR opinions on campus
When asked what typ~ of entertainment they would like to see come to Rolla
these students responded:

I
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Ellen Huggett
Freshman
"Good music, not Restless Heart."

Leslie Monplaisir
Grad. Student
"More rock groups."

David Caraballo
Freshman
"Better advertising of
things that come along."

~oveWes

Rich-Wasleski
Freshman
"Alternative bands."

Photos by: Doug Sobery
Interviews by: Forrester Wilson

Have a question for UMR Opinions on Campus? Put it in the Miner Dropbox, room 103 Norwood Hall, with your name (if you'd like it published).
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Bahai Perspective ... Evoluti()n of the Spirit

, Now' let us ~';nside~ the ;oUI.-'W~' ' ' 'In the:.world oCspiri,t the~e, is ,no . it is not composed of many atorl1s, it is , and develop through countless ages
have seen that movement is essential retrogressIOn. The world of mortality on one indivisible substance and there· with this small goal in view· a few
" to existence; 'nothing that has life is is a world 9f contradictions, of oppo· fqre eternal. It is entirely ou!-.:of the years of a man's life on earth? Is it not
Bahai Source
williout motion. All creation, wliether SItes; motIOn bemg compulsory every·· o,der of the .physical· creation; it is unthinkable that this should be the
of the mineral, vegetable or animal. thmg must eIther go forward or retreat. immortal!
fmal aim of existence?
Scientific philosophy has demon·
The mineral evolves' until it is abo
kingdom,'is compelled to obey the law In the realm of spmt, there IS no retreat
of motion; it must either ascend or poSSIble, all movement IS bound to be ,. strated that a simple element ('simple' sorbed in the life of the plant, the plant
One of the goals of the Bahai Col. descend. But with the human soul towards a peffectstate. 'Progress' is the meaning 'not composed') is indestruc· progresses until it fmally loses its life
lege Club is to familiarize the student there is no decline. Its'only movement expression of spi~t in the world of tible, eternal. The soul not being a in that of the animal, the animal, in its
body with the basic principles of the is toward perfection ; gr.owth .and matteL The l'!t~llig:nce of man, h,s ·compositionofelements,is,incharac. turn, forming part of the food of man, is
Bahai Faith. 'In our .continuing effort · progress alon:e ctifislitute'the motion of J~asonmg',powers, his ,knowledge, h,s . ' ter; as a simple 'element.. 'and therefor ' absorbed into human :life.
toward that end we olIer'another quote ," the soui.
'. ",
scientific· achievements, all these be· cannot cease to exist.
Thus man is shown to be the sum of
from Paris Talks, by Abdu'I.Baha.
' 'Divine perfection is infinite, there. ing manifesliltions of the spirit, par· . The soul, being of that one indiviso all creation, the superior of all created
This text was written"in 'the early . fpte the .progress of the soul is also , take of the mevltaple law of spmtual lble substance, can' suffer neither dis· beings, the goal to which countless
nineteen hundreds but remains perti. infmite. From' the .very birth of a ' progress and are, therefore, of neces· integration nor destruction, therefore ages of existence have p~ogressed.
nent to the issues we deal with today.
human b<!ing the soul progresses, the Slty Immortal..
.
there is no reason for .its coming to an
At the best, man spends four·score
EVOLUTIONOFTIlESPIRIT
intellect grows and knowledg;·in.
My h~pe for you IS that you will end., All things living show signs of years and ten in this world-ashort time
"Absolute repose does not exist m creases.' When the body dies the soul p!)Jgre~s m the world,of sp!'it, as well their existence, and it follows that indeed!
nature. All thin,Ss either'inake proiress ''''lives' on. '~ ll the' differing degrees of ~ in. the .wqr.!d of matter; that YO\lf ·' these signs ~uld n~t of· themselves '
Does man 'cease' Ie exist when he
or Ibse ground. Everything movedor. ! created 'physical' beings are liinited, ,,!nte!ligen,ce will develop, your la]owl. ~ exist if·that whicn they,'express,or to leaves the body? Ifhi,k'l ife cOmes to an
d
" ivard or,'backWlIri!, nc)thing 'is without ',~ 1iut the soul is' limitless!"
,.
" _fi<;4g~, 'ViII a'!gment, i1D yo.ur ul)der. ' " which they tesrify had. no lieing. A 'end, then all therprevious evolution is
motion . From his birth a man .1,. ';' In all religions the ~liefexists that standing be widened.
thiog : which :does not exist. can, of useless, all has been for nothingr Can
, y~~ must .press forward, . never , cou~~, 'give no' sign of its existence. . one imagine that creation has 'no
pro-gresses physicaily until he reaches : tlie soul survives the' death 9f the i:iody.
maturity, then having ahiv'ed at the Interce ssions are ' sent up for· their s,tandmg S\!H; ',aVold stagnahon, the The manifold signs Of the existenCe of . greater aim than this?'
pri"!.e of his life, he ~gins to. decline • . progt'Oss and for' the forgiveness of,,"fl,l;St Ji,!ep 19 a.backward .movement. to the spiri~ are forever before us . .;,
. The soul is eternal, ·immortal. "
"
~
.
The traces _o~ the Spitit of, lesus •. -" Ma!(;fiaH'sts ~say , 'Where'his" the
the strength and powers of his{body tlieirsins'. If the sbul perished with the ! d~ay.
decrease, and he gradually ' arrives at body, all this would have no meaning. . "Th_e 'Yhole;physical.q-e,ation is per· <::hrist; the influence of His Divine '''sow?, ~Whllr:;sii'!l· lWe.Canndt
it,
the hour of his death. ,Likewise a plant ' Further; ifit·were not-possible for the . lsh.able. The~~ matenal bod,es are · Teaching, is present with us loday, and neither can we touch it:
progresses from the seed' to maturity, sbur to advanCe toward perfection after ' .composed of.a~o,lJls;. when these atoms is everlasting:
,:
Th.is is how we must answer them:
A nonexistent thi~g, it is agreed, However much the mineral nay
then it's life begins to lessen until it it had been released from the body, of begm_to separate deq>mposll1on sets
fades and dies . A bird soars to a certain what avail are all these loving prayers m,. then comes , what we call death. c~ot be seen by signs. In order to progress, it cannot comprehend the
height and having reached the highest of devotion? .
ThIS composlhon of atoms, whIch con· wnte a man must exist , one who'does vegetable world. Now the lack of
possible point in its flight, begins its
'The very fact that our spiritUal in. shtutes the body or mortal element-of not exist cannot write. Writing is, in comprehension does not prove the non·
descent to earth.
stinct, surely never given in vain. any created being, is temporary. When itself a sign of the writers's soul and existence of the plant!
Thus it is evident that movement is prompts us to pray for the welf3fe of the power of attraction, which holds intelligence. The Sacred Writings
To however great a degree the plant
essential to aU existence. All material those, our loved ones, who have passed these atoms together. is withdrawn. the (with ever the same Teaching) prove may have evolved,. it is unable to un·
things progress to a certain point, then .out of the material world: docs it not body, as such, ceases to exist.
the continuity of the spirit.
derstand the animal' world; this igno·
begin to decline. This is the law which bear witness to the continuar,ce of their
With the soul it is different. The
Consider the aim of creation: is it
'" .'' ' " Bahal, page 16
!loverns the whole physical creation .
existence'?
soul is not a combination of elements. possible that all is created to evolve
Fd
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Miners Lack Speed In Loss to Mo. Western - Move to .500
Brian Fortelka
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri·Rolla
football team entered last weekend in
sole possession of third place in the
MIAA. The Miners traveled to St.
Joseph, MO, to take on Missouri West·
em. The game was a hard.bitting,
teeth·grinding, slugfest between two
solid teams. The Miners were perhaps
a step behind the speed-oriented Griffon attack. A fourth quarter outburst
gave Western a 30-10 victory, and left
the Miners with a .500 mark at 4-4-1
overall.
The Missouri Western Griffons
broke the scoring drought first with a
32 yard field goal in the 1st quarter. On
their next possession, the Griffons
mounted up and journeyed 49 yards on
II plays capped off with a 3 yard
touchdown' run. The extra point was
good, and Western led i 0-0.
The second quarter awoke the
Miner offense from their zombie-like
daze. The Miner a took over on their
own 20 yard-line, quarterback Jason
Politte hooked up with David Wells on
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Ryan Shawa.

The Miners leading tackler #34 Brian Gilmore and #7 D·Man Darin
Nix set their sights In on the opposition. The Miners' look to get back
on the winning track when Missouri Southern Invades Jackllng Field
this Saturday. Kickoff Is set for 1 :30pm.

- - -.....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
ence record put the Miners in the middle of passes on 36 attempts with a totaJ of
MIAA Game of the Week: Norththe pack in the MIAA.
174 yards. Politte accounted for 3 east Missoun State at Pittsburg State.
Statistically speaking, the Miners interceptions on the day.
This game is for all the marbles is the
rushed for 74 yards on 32 carries. Jason
Defensively, the Miners gave up conference. Both tearns look to adWagoner led llie Miners with 23 yards on 7 some serious yardage. The Griffons vance to the Division II playoffs. Pitt
attempts. Jason Politte connected on 16 ate up319 yards on the ground and 145 State should win.

he completed' fewer than 20 passes.
AFC Central - In the central there
were no interdivisional games. The
important games . involved division
Asst. Sports Editor
leading Cleveland and second-place
Pittsburg. Cleveland traveled to Mile
High Stadium to ' face Denver. ' The
Hello once again and welcome to Browns (6-2) arrived with one of the
your weekJy NFL roundup/section of NFL's elite record, but Sunday, the
the Miner. Week #9 in !lie National Broncos (3-5) dumped the AFC CenFootball League was one of the best tralleaders26-14. Mostoftbedarnage
this year with many close games and was done by the Denver offense which
near upsets. Let's look back at this rolled up457 totaJ yards. Bronco quarSunday's results.
terbackJohn Elway Wag 30-41 passing
AFC East • The big game in the for ' 349 yards and two touchdowns ..
East was supposed to be the. rematch Coming into this game, the Browns
between the Miami Dolphins (6-2) and were' ranked number one in the AFC in
the New England Patriots (3-5). In- fewesl ' yards allowed. John Elway
stead. it was the most dissappointing! extended his record as a starter.against '
The rematch ·was a far cry from the Clevelll!ld to 10-2. On the brigh.t side
exhilarating game Miami won 39-35 in for the Browns, Matt - Stov er.
week Ill. The first '94 meeting pro- Clevelands kicker, Was 2-2 in field
duced 74 points and 997 totaJ yards of goals giving him the highest percentJoffe~e. " compared._ io 'hi, ' ¢oD~e~t age in B~~ns hi~to!Y .(65-87) .. , In~
o,C"wlliclfPiOdUBed 26~ti11s'ilij(rorlfy.52lt-""'Arizona,<·the ''PittsbUrg Sieelers (5:3)'
total yards of offense. Miami which could have taken advantage of the
won by the score of 23-3 and retained Cleveland loss and move-into a tie for
rust place in the East. was led by the the lead but the Cardinals (3-5) denied
running of Bernie Parmalee and his that with a 20-17 overtime victory.
123 yards rushing and-Kieth Byars who This might have been the worst
had eight catches Jar 77 yards.inc\ud- coached game ever. Pittsburg called to
ing 2 touchdowns. Miami quarterback ilf-advised timeouts in crucial situaDan Marino threw' for 198 yards mov- tions late in th~ fourth quarter and had
ing within 150 yards.from second place to kick a field goal on third down two
on the all-time list .. New England move the game to aT. Dumb play
quarterback Drew Bledsoe had several calling also led to the Steelers doom. In
streaks snapped on Sunday. His streak aT, Pit·tsburg's Charles ·'J ohnson
of 12 games with at least one TO pass fumbled the opening kickoff. Arizona
ended and for the first time this_season, recovered the ball at the Steeler 35 yard
Bryan Schneller

tilit~ab-
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=
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Here are the current MIAA standings
NE Mo.
7-0'{)
Pitt State
7-0-0
Mo. West.
4-3-0
Cent. Mo.
4-3-0
Mo . South.
4-3-0
MINERS
3-3-1
3-4'{)
Emporia St.
SW Bap.
1-5-1
Washburn
1-6'{)
NWMo.
0-7-0

·NFL Roundup· Week #9, Buffalo Scalps Chiefs, San Diego, Dallas Remain AFC, NFC Best l
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yards through the air. A total of 464
totaJ offensive yards hurl the Miner
defensive ranking. Courtney Porter
recorded a sack, Brian Gilmore had
an interception, and D-Man Darrin
Nix led in tackJes with 10.
The Miners take on Missouri
Southern State College at J ackling
Field this Saturday. Kickoff is set
for I :3Opm. Come out and support
the Miners at their last home game
of the season.
The senior members of the team
have guaranteed victory over the
Lions. It should be an entertaining
affair.

~

lUess ages
,w-. few
1 !sitnol
lId be the

ere'-I,the
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a 33 yard reception and Chris Williams on a 25 yard strike. Politte
-then called his own number, and
scored on a 9 yard bootleg around
the left side. Brandon Risner
added the extra point, and the
Miners trailed 10-7.
Both teams come up short on
any scoring drives in the remainder of the first half and the score
remained 10-7 at halftime.
On the Miners initial possession of the second half, kickoff
returner David Wells gave the
Miners a boost with a 50 yard
return. The Miners took over at
the Missouri Western 49 yardline. The Miners drove down to
the Griffon 2 yard line but were
unable to capitalize, and settled
for a 19 yard field goal by Brandon
Risner. The kick tied the score at
10 a piece.
From that poinl on, the Miners
. went tosleep. Missoun Western
took full control of the contest
with a 20 point fourth quarter.
Three rushing touchdowns were
all the punch the Griffons needed
to dispooe of our Miners.
Wi th the loss, the Miners
move to the .500 mark. A 4-4-1
overall mark, and a 3-3-1 confer-

',i.'

line which ultamately set up the game recorded a 23-20 victory against Cin- 2) stay atop the CentraL The Vikes'
cinnati (0-8), the,NFL's worst team. but Terry Allen carried 17 times for 113
winning field goal by Greg Davis.
AFC West · In San Diego, the not without a surprising scare by an yards. including a 37 -yard TO that
Chargers (7-1) remained the team with unknown third-string Bengal quarter- gave them a 17-0 lead early in the
the best record in the NFL with a 35-15 back. The winless Bengals led the two- second quarter. Fuad Reveiz also
thrashing of the Seattle Seahawks (3- . time defending Super Bowl champion added five field goals. The Buccaneers
5). The Chargers proved their worth Dallas Cowboys 14'{) in the second have -lost 5 of the last 6 and three in a
after losing quarterback St an quarter on two bombs from third-string row.
Humphries with a dislocated left el- quarterback Jeff Blake to rookie wide
. NFC West - This Was the Bye
bow early in the second half. The receiver Darnay Scott. Blake com- week for,the West. 'No results.
victory gave the Chargers a iwo game pletedI4of32passesfor247yardsand
lead on Kansas City. The stars of this two touchdowns. Dallas wasn't plu\sed
Week #9 Top Perlomances
game all belong to San Diego. Natrone buy the surprising Bengal start and
means rushed for 104 yards giving him steadily pulled to a victory. Emmitt
Rushing
four consecutive 100-yd games. Smith rushed for 92 yards and Alvin Barry Sanders (146 yds, 26 carries)
Backup quarterback, Gale Gilbert, Harper '!fldMichaellrvincompin~for Rodney Hampton(138yds,30carr,ID)
filled the void left by Humpries with a . 197 yards receiving, The Cincinnati Harvey Willi~s (~28yds.29C8lT,ID)
1·25 yard' passin'g performance an(l two special teams, which have given up Bemi~ Pannalee (1 ~y4s.25carries)
touchdown tosses while placekicker fourTDs this ~eason. gaye'up two.long Tert¥.Allen' (I-!3!Yds.17 ~ ID)
John Carney icil:iced -two ·field goals , ;kic~off re\lUlls SU.nday--37 y~ and
. P~ing "
giving him 18 in a row and 22 out of23 S5 yards by Kevin Williams., In Wash- , John E1way .(3;49 yds._30-41, 2 TDs)
on the season. ·ln·Bufflllo, the'Bills (5- ingtoD, the ~edskins (2-7) provided a Troy AikmIlJ!(272 yds, 20-33. 2 TDs)
3) demolished the Kansas City Chiefs scare for the Philadelphia EagJes (6-2). . Jeff Blake (247yds. 14-32. 2 TDs)
(5 ,~1l'Y~ the ~~ <it 4;<I-10 ..}oe M'?'l- ".The EagJe~,"
~J~.() .s~,~thjl!. > ..J}J,,,,T.'ll\i;v,!!f .{F~ yds. !R:4~,,'m) : .
tana -ws hiiiTie.J- and haiassCa all day game of first piau Dallaa in the East. Marie Rypien (210 yds, 17-30. ID)
being sacked three times and throwing This game. was decided, in the final
Receptions .
an interception. The Chiefs 'Yere pe- seconds by a 3D-yard field goal by Hennan ·Moore(9catches;l06yd,zrD)
nalize-f! \0 times for 75 yards, inc\ud- Eddie Murray with : 19 secon<js re- Rob Moore (9catches, 99 yds, TO)
ing coach Marty Schottenheimer's 15- maining.
Shannon Sharpe(9 catches, 85 ycls)
yard U!isportsmanlike penalty. The
~FC Central· In Tampa Bay. the Keith Byars (8 catches. 77yds, 2TDs)
Bill's backs. Kenneth Davis and Viking defense made big plays, as Eric Metcalf (8 catches, 62 yds)
Thurman Thomas, rushed for 83 and usual, to rout the sinking Buccaneers Glyn MiJburn (8 catches, 76yds, TO)
77 yards respectively while Buffalo (2-6) by the score of 36-13. Minnesota Leroy Thompson(8 catches, 45 yds)
quarterback Jim Kelly threw 4 touch- cornerback Anthpny Parker started the
Receiving Yarsls
down passes. Wide receiver Andre rout by intercepting Craig Erickson Damay Scott(155yds,4catches,2TOs)
Reed had five catches for 106yards and and running 4 1 yards for a toucl1down . . AIvinH¥.PF(l25y?s. pc~tches, TO)
two TO's. ."" ''''.'
I
"
His third touchdown in three · weeks, Herml!Jl' Moore( 106yd,9catc\les,2TO)
NFC East - The Dallas Cowboys two on interceptions and one on a Andre Reed(105yds,5catches,2TOs)
(7-1), the best team in pro football, fumble return, helped the Vikings (6- Rob Moore (99 yds, 9 catches, TO)
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Colorado No Match For Nebraska .. I Called It!
•

~

Chris Reiter
Sports Staff Writer

Ahhhh! It's time to sit back and
watch Nebraska go undefeated straight
into the Orange Bowl. Why can we
(Nebraska fans) sit back and enjoy?
Because the Cornhuskers walked all
over the Colorado Buffalos. In fact,
they stampeeded over tlle Buffalos.
For those who don't read my article
each week, I'll catch you up-to-date.
Tommie Frazier, Nebraska's quarterback and Heisman hopeful, is out for
the season and nobody thought they
would be contenders for a Big Eight
Championship without him. I did!
Also, Colorado's "lucky" wins over
Michigan and Texas are the only reasons why the Buffalos are ranked in the
Nation's Top Ten.
Now back to the present.
Nebraska's defense blew away the
Colorado offense, allowing them just
89 total yards in the first half. The
Corn huskers led 17-0 at the half.
Brook Berringer, Frazier's replacemen~ performed as though he was in
the hunt for a Heisman. Berringer
threw for 142 yards, rushed for 19
yards, .and threw one touchdown pass.
In the battle of running backs ,

Colorado's R ashaam Salaam outrushed
Nebrask a's L awrence Phillips 134
yards to 86 yards, but that was n't
enough. Nebraska wins the Big Eight
Championship with a 24-7 victory over
Colorado.
Other pl'Onounc ed Coferen ce
Championships include Penn State
and Florida State. Penn State took
their AP #1 ranking (my No.2) and
shoved it straight up the Ohio State
Buckeye's. Kerry Collins, Penn Suite's
quarterback, remained the Nation's
top-rated passer as he passed for 265
yards and two touchdowns. The
Nittany Lions handed the Buckeyes
their worst defeat in 48 ye.ars·, 63-14. I
guess you could say they were as embarrassed as Husman was on Sunday
~orning after his drunken stuper at
Greek Sing. ·Chancellor Park will see
you in his office ASAP.
Florida State put Duke in their
place on Saturday as well. The Blue
Devils were undefeated at 7 -0 going
into Tallahassee, but Burt Reynolds
was on Florida State's sidelines . Burt
might be bankrupt, but being an FSU
alumni still has it perks. The Seminoles racked up 620 yards of total
offense against Duke, in which case,
the Blue Devils didn't even cross the
50-yard line until the thrid quarter.
Duke really was suppose to be a challenge for Florida State. Oh well, another year another bowl game for FSU
coach Bobby Bowden. Sorry though,
no national title giveaways this year.

As far as othe r co nferen c e
matchups went, the Oregon Ducks upset Ari zo na by the score of 10-9 as the
Ducks beat their second straight nationally ranked opponen~s in as many
weeks. Texas Tech, an outside shot for
the COllonbowl, beat Texas 33-9. The Red Raiders recorded their most lopsided victory over the Long Horns since
the series began in 1928.
Lastly, my article wouldn't be complete without mentioning Michigan's
31-19 loss to Wisconsin and Notre
Dame's 58-21 stomping of the midshipman from the Naval Academy. The
Irish travel south to play Florida State
November fifth.
Reiter's Top Twenty
I. Nebraska (9-0)
2. Penn State (7-0)
3. Auburn (8-0)
4 . Florida (5 -1)
5. Alabama (8-0)
6. Miami (6-1)
7. Florida State (6-1)
8. Texas A&~ (7-0-1)
9. Utah (8-0)
10. Colorado (7-1)
11. Syracuse (6-1)
12. Washington (6-2)
13. Colorado State (7 -1)
14. Virginia (6-2)
15. Arizona (6-2)
16. Kansas State (5-2)
17. Virginia Tech (7-2)
18. North Carolina (6-2)
19. Brigham Young (7-2)
20. Oregan (6-2)
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NFL Challenge Week #8 Swimming Team Strokes Washington U.
•

,

Bryan Schneller

Asst_ Sports Editor

This is the Week #8 of the NFL
Challenge taking place at the ~iner
involving some of the sports staff writ-

ers.
To refresh the readers or for those
of you who don't know what it is, here
is ho w it's played.
There are fo ur players. Each week,
before the next week's games are
played, the fo ur players make their
picks on three games. The three games
chosen are categorized into the "Lock
of the Week", the "Upset of the Week",
and the "Close Call" . The "Close Call
is the game in which the spread is the
lowest. No ~onday Night games shall
be chosen, with the exception of Week
#8 . This is because th is article has to
be writen by ~onday afternoon at 3:00.
If the pick is correct than that player
gets a win (W) and vice-versa. A
running record is kept and a point total
is calculated. The point breakdown is
2 points for a win, I point for a tie, and
no points fo r a loss. The highest point
total at the end of the semester wins.
First place, second place, and third
place shall proceed to eat and drink for

free at one of the fine resturants in
Rolla.
At tlte half way point, the Hus has
a three point lead over ~ . G ., while
Fort and Hemp fight for the basement.
Now I shall give you the results of
Week #8 and the picks for Week #9.

~. O :

Fort:

Hemp:

Den(-2.5)
Ariz(even)
Det(+2)
OB(+2)
Pitt(even)
Mia(+I)
Buff(-2.5)
Pitt(even)
Det(+2)
OB(+2)
Pitt(even)

Standings:
Hus
~. G

Fort
Hemp

W
13
12
9
6

Mon.
W
W
W
~o n .

L
W
W
L
W
Mon.
L
L
8
10
15
15

T
2
I
0
2

News Source
The Miner swimming team made it
two wins in rowan Saturday, dispatching Washington University 134-95 at
the UMR Pool.
The
Miners
will attempt to
co ntinue the ir
early success in
the first of two
trips to Was h:
ington University this season,
taking part in
the Was hington
Univer sity Relays on Saturday.
UMR was
domin ant in a
meet in which it

a

NFL Challenge Week #8
Results of Week #8
Hus:
GB(+2)

. UMR Swimming

pts
28
25
18
14

Week #9 Picks
close call
upset
lock
Hus
Ari(+7.5) Den(-3)
KC(-4)
~ . O. Det(+4.5) Pit(-2.5)
Rai(+4)
KC(-4)
Ind(+9) Chi(-4)
Fort
Hemp Det(+4.5) Den(-3)
KC(-4)

I

tha~ UMR swimmers won seven individual events and the4oo-yard medley
relay to win the meet handily.
Leading the way for the Miners
were two national competitors from
last season, Bill 1,Jnizicker (Decatur,
IL) and Dikan Rendic (Spli~ Croatia).
Unzicker won three events, taking the

lOoo-freestyle in 10:55.69, the 200butterfly in 1:59.64 and the 500freestyle in 5:05.06. Rendic was part
of the winning relay team and also took
firsts in the 50-freestyle in 22.33 and
loo-free in 48.90.
UMR also got victories from Tyler
Christensen (Rolla, Mo.) in the 200-

--=--- breast-

"1

_
_ _-

stroke in a
time
on
_ _ _ 2 : 18 . 56,
and Wade

~~~~;;==::~:;~~i Haggstrom

(Zionsville,
Ind.) in the

;;~!i-~~~:~t?~~~~ 200- i nd i-

vidual medley
in
2 : 04.91
Brad Cozad
(Bartlesville,

iliiiiiijj~~i

Okla.) had a

second in
th e
200freestyle
and
was

!!~!!~~~~~!!I!~EEai~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. part of two

gave up points
due to the lack of
a diver. Des pite

second-

UMR Swimmers enjoyed early season success last Saturday with a Illace relay
teams.
victory over Washlng,on University at the UMR Pool.
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Atten tio.n Grad uate Stude nts
The Council of Graduat e Students is an officially recognized organization which provides a means of communi cation
between graduate sUJdents and the UMR adm inistration, and coordinates activities for graduate students. CGS meetings are held
monthly on the first Monday of each month. All graduate sUJdents are members of CGS,
The following topics will be addressed at the next
meeting:
• The Presenta tion Graphic Center will be available for
use within the next month. The equipment that will be available
includes computers (IBM and Mac) with presentation software,
slide-maker, and scanner.
'. The possible effects of The Hancock Amendm ent on
graduate student appointments, stipends and UJition will also be
discussed .
The next meeting will be held on Monday, November 7 in
Computer Science 216 at 5:30 pm . All interested graduate students are encouraged to attend. ,

Let Us Shi It UPS!
MAIL BOXES ETC.'

Save 10% with UMR Cd.
Boxes Available

Southside Sho ers World·364-0006

, the 200the 500·
icwaspart
,dalsolOOi
2233 and

10% Discount with Ad

.: 18.56,
nd Wad.
laggsttom

,

1/ 5C Copies
1/ Resum es
1/ Resum e Paper
1/ Fax a UPS Center
1/ Stude nt Discou nt
with Stude nt 1.0.
(on regularly prleed
conaumab le Itema)

,

8-2485 • Printing: (31 4) 364-7445 ·1-800·888·7403

+

SPEC IALS

+

1/ Secret arial Chairs · from $55
1/ Chairm ats • $19.95
1/ Stude nt Desk· $84.95
1/ File Cabin ets· from $49.95
1/ Foldin g Tables · from $58.95

·,O PE N FO Rl JM

AND

Zionsvill~

od.) in Iho
.OO·indi·
idudmed·
ey
in
. 04 .91

~

630 SQuth Bisho p • Rolla, MO 65401
Retail: (314) 364-2485 ·1-800-88

(U. s. Con gre ssm
an)
,

713 Pine Sl
364-2323

OD

be 200·
r"slyl'
.nd _IS
,art of Ill'
eco nd ·
,lace relay

A TOTAL OFFICE PROOUCTS CENTER

Mel Hancock

Men's Clothing Exclusiv ely

n the 200reast·
troke in,

lld.)h.d.
econd in

l}l[P!jffi~ffi{g
l1mLPffi!'1&iDU'@
OF~~,~~",S,~TY1M
~ml})l})OO@&:l
~@Du!jffi@&:l

WIT H

from Tylu

i;ad Co1Jll
BaJtlesVilk.

JIlIiIJ
ITJ
li : : : II' _

Call ,01" a quote on 3'0"1"
frater nit3' / sorori t3'
print f.... 10".1

O n Am en dm en t 7
(H an co ck II)

, u.

ime

TR IAD 'S
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James Moody
PIZZA PALACE

~~"Xtf R~~~
:..

•

~

_

Open 7 Days a week
11:00 "". a:oo "'" Pli,._

11:00 AA - midnight
_
.

• 1lIut

Cau For Deliv~ry
or Take Out

364-2669 or 364-9878
Salads Sand wiche s Pasta
5% Beer on Sund ay
SPECIALITIES
Gyro s Souv laki Steak
Greek Salad Spina ch pie Bakla va

(F orm er State Bud get
Dir ecto r und er Gov ern or Ash cro ft)
--------------------sPonsored by Student Council-----------------------

WE DN ES DA Y,

No v.

2N D

7: 00 P. M .
LE AC H TH EA TE R IN
CA ST LE IVI AN HA LL
ANNOUNCEMENT MATERIALS PAID FOR BY
THE COMMITTEE TO PROTECT UMR r s FUTURE, ED LoREY,

TREASURER
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CHAOS

by Brian Shuster

"Darn these cutbacks! "

The Amputation Diet Plan

You~RealHoroscope
Scorpio: (Oct_ 24-Nov. 21)You
dream of a gold medal in the
slaloms at the O lympics, until
your thumbs are cut of(~y a razor
sharp hat.

Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) If
you really want to put Jimmy
"Superfly" Snuka out of commission , you 'll have to perform a
fl ying leap from the turnbuckle.

Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan.19) You'll
be crushed when you realize the
love poems from your parmer
are actually the lyrics to the
theme ftom "Growing Pains."

Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) As an
Aquarius, you're always trying
to impress. But smugly calling
table salt"sodium chloride" only
makes you look like a jerk.

Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Orion's
starry belt says financial success
is in your future, but his sassy
Coco C hane! handbag says that
circus trash will mock your tattered garments as you leave the
soup kitchen.

Aries: (Mar. 2 I- Apr. 19) Gett ing
a cereal flake shaped like the
twe lfth distric t is a sign from the
stars to run for alderman.

Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) New
laws force you to 'change the
name of your linle league team
from "The Fighting Cherokee
Braves" to "The Pink Ch iffon
Mama's Boys."

Gemini: (May 21-June 21) Romance is in the air fo r G prn inis.
Consult the peculiar ar.d fasci-

.

I

by Ruby Wyner-/o

AA B.P.-certiFied Astrologer

nating mating habits of the great
crested grebe before disrobing.

Cancer: (June 22-July 22) Deft
conversational employment of
the word "akimbo" nets you quality veal at barga in-basement
prices.

Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) A part icularly fl avorful cigarette distracts
your anention just long enough
for a thief to steal your shoes and
replace them with cfieapwooden
ones.

Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Your
onl y weapon in the war against
racism is bei ng double-jointed.

Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23 )A Libby's
fruit cocktail commercial causes
your estranged children to reach
out to·you. Respond onl y in C B
Trucker lingo.

"Y'know. there must be a better way to move this
stu ff."

'Well, Mr.
one, take
would be

Wednesday, November 2, 1994
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By GARY LARSON '

~1.ICI'><ondef_l_

OoilnbuledbJU-....lPteMS,_,.

5- ~

"Well, Mr. President, let's see ... carry the
one, take away three,·carry the two ... that
would be forescore and seven years ago."

To win Ihe Iribe's respect, Jed first had
10 defeallheir bestlhumb-wresller.

1118 1 O w _ f_ _

Oosr " Dultdt>ylJnMn.i,lPraaS)'fICIoU"

5 -1

"I can't believe ill ... One lousy little bee
gets inside and you JusHreak out."

.
~

.....

-------------------

"What? No tartar sauce? You'd forget your
own head if It wasn't bolted on!"

-----------~ or
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G'Morning Rolla

by Omar IfIT.

! •
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Text of Amendment 7
Text of the Initiative Petition
BE IT RESOL VED by the People of the State of Missouri that the Constitution of the State of Missouri be amended as follows : Article X, Sections 16 through 19 and 21 through 24 are repealed and
in place thereof the following is enacted:
Section 16. Taxes and state spending to be limited - state to support certain local activities - emergency spending and bond payments to be authori zed. The provisions of Sections 16 through 25 of
this Article are intended to reserve to the citizens of the State of Missouri the authority to vote on the establishment, imposition, increase or expansion of any tax, license or fee and shall be liberally
construed in favor of this purpose. Any exceptions shall be strictly construed and must be supported by express provisions of sections 16 through 25 of this Article. Property taxes and other local
taxes, licenses or fees shall not be established or increased without direct voter approval. State taxes, licenses, or fees shali not be increased above the limitation specified in section 18(a) without
amending this constitution. State taxes, licenses or·fees shall not be increased above the limitation in section 18(e) without voter approval prior to implementation. The state is prohibited from
requiring any new or expanded activities by counties and other political subdivisions without full state financing, or from shifting the tax burden to counties and other political subdivisions.
Provisions for emergency conditions and referenda are established and the repayment of voter approved bonded indebtedness is guaranteed. Implementation of this section is specified in sections 17
through 25, inclusive, of this Article.
Section 17. Definitions. As used in sections 16 through 25 of Article X: (I) "Total State Revenues" includes all general and special revenues, licenses and fees excluding federal funds, as defined in
the budget message of the governor for fiscal year 1980 - 1981 and excluding any opening balance or unspent revenue from past fiscal years. Total State Revenues shall exclude the amount of any
credits based on actual tax liabilities or the imputed tax components·of rental payments, but shall include the amount of any credits not related to actual tax liabilities. (2) "Personal Income of
Missouri" is the total income received by or on behalf of residents of the State of Missouri from all sources, as defined and officially reported by the United States Department of Commerce or its
successor agency (3) "General Price Index" mean~ the ConsurtJer Price Index for All Urban Consumers for the United States, or its successor publications, as defined and officially reported by the
United States Department of Labor, or its successor agency. (4) "Tax", "License", "Fee" and "Increase" shall be given their plain meaning for purposes of sections I 6 through 25 of this Article and
their meaning shall be broadly construed such thilt any revenue measUre (whether a new tax, license or fee or an increase or broadening of any existing tax, license or fee) shall be subject to the
limitations of sections 16 through 25 of this Article. "Tax, license or fee" includes, but is not limited to, User Fees (as defined herein), special assessments, charges, levies, contributions or exactions
no matter how denominated monetary penalties imposed by a court for the commission of a felony or misdemeanor shall not be considered,a "tax", "license" or "fee" . (5) " User Fees" shall mean
those charges or fees for goods or services provided by a county or other political subdivision or for the rental of property owned by a county or other political subdivision which are- (i) established
by a county or other political subdivision governed by elected officials; and, (ii) charged for those goods and services or rental of public properly that are optional, not mandatory, and that the
individual person, firm or corporation specifically chooses to purchase or rent in each ·individual trams action "User Fees" shall not include a mandatory assessment imposed upon a class of persons.
(6) "Broaden" when used in connection with any tax, license or fee sh;tll mean am affmnative act by the state, a county or other political subdivision which causes any properly, actiyity or income,
not previously subject to such tax, license or fee to be subject to such tax, license or fee.
Section 18. Limitation on taxes ·which may be imposed by general assembly - exclusions - refund of excess revenue - adjustments authorized. (a) There is hereby established a limit on the total
amount of taxes, licenses and fees which may be established or imposed by the general assembly in any fiscal year Effective the first full fi scal year after adoption of this Amendment and for each
fiscal year thereafter, the general assembly shall not-establish or impose a tax, license or fee of any kind which, together with all Total State Revenue and all other revenue (including but not limited
to revenue generated by any voter approved .state-wide law and any revenue generated by a tax, license or fee levied by the state on any private or quasi-public entity), exceeds the revenue limit
established in this sub-se"tion. This revenue limit shall be calculated for each fiscal year and shall be equal to the product of the ratio of Total State Revenue in fiscal year 1980 - 1981 divided by
the Personal Income of Missouri in calendar year 1979 multiplied by the Personal Income of Missouri for the calendar year most recently completed or for the average of the three most recently
completed calendar years, whichever is greater. The revenu'1 limit established in this sub-section 18(a) shall not be exceeded nor revenue subject to this limit excluded from this limit (other than as
provided in section 19 of this Article) without amending this constitution. (b) For any fiscal year in the event that the revenue limit established in sub-section (a) of this section is exceeded by one
percent or more, the excess revenues shall be refunded pro rata based on the liability reported on the Missouri state income tax (or its successor tax"'or taxes) annual returns filed following the close
of such fiscal year. If the excess is less than one percent, this excess shall be transferred to the general revenue fund. In the event this refund provision is held invalid by any court in a final
~etermination, as an alternate remedy, in the first fi scal year after such excess occurs the Director of Revenue shall reduce state sales tax in an amount equal to the amount of the excess revenues.
(c) The revenue limitation established in sub-section (a) of this section shall not apply to ad valorem property taxes imposed or pledged for the payment of principal and interest on bonds, approved
by the voters and authori zed under the provisions of this constitution. (d) If, as a consequence of constitutional amendment, r~sponsibility for funding a program or programs is transferred from one
ievel of government to another the state revenue and spending limits shall be adjusted to accommodate such change, provided that the total revenue authorized for collection by both state and local
governments does not exceed that amo unt which would have been authorized without such change. (e) In addition to the revenue and spending limits in this Article, the general assembly shall not
enact any tax, license or fee that exceeds the limit estab lished by this sub-section (e) · wit!Iout first obtaining voter approval of such tax, license or fee. There is hereby established a limit onetime
total amount of revenue generated in any fiscal year by new, increased or broadened taxes, licenses or fees which may be established or imposed by the general assembly. Effective the first full
fiscal year after adoption of this amendment and for every fi scal year thereafter, the general assembly shall not establish or impose any new, increased or broadened tax, license or fee if the revenue
generated by the new, increased or broadened tax, license or fee (in the fiscal year such revenue is generated), together with all other revenue generated by all other new, increased or broadene~
taxes, licenses or fees, (in the same fi scal year such revenue is generated), exceeds the revenue limit established in this sub-section. This revenue limit shall be calculated for each fiscal year and
shall be equal to twenty hundredths of one percent (0.20%) of Total State Revenue during the previous fiscal year. Any tax, license or fee that generates revenue in excess of this limit shall have
voter approval prior to implementation. Revenue generated by all such taxes, licenses and fees shall be included in and subject to the revenue limit of sub-section (a) of this section (t). Any new,
increased or broad,ned local tax, license or fee shall have state-wide voter approval if imposed on a state-wide basis and shall have local voter approval if approved or authorized on a local option.
Section 19. Limits may be exceeded, when, how. (a) The state tax, license and fee limitations of section 18 of this Article may be exceeded only ifall of the fo llowing conditions are met. (I) The
governor requests the general assembly to declare an emergency, (2) the request is specific as to the nature of the emergency, the dollar amount of the emergency, and the method by which the
emergency will be funded, and (3) the general assembly thereafter declares an emergency in accordance with the specifics of the governor's request by a two-thirds recorded vote of the members
elected to and serving in each house. The emergency must be declared in accordance with this section prior 10 incurring any of the expenses which constitute the emergency request. The revenue
limit may be exceeded only during the fiscal year for which the emergency is declared. In no event shall any part of the amount representing a refund under section 18 be the subject ofan emergency
request. The new or increased tax, license or fee shall only be collected in the fiscal year in which the emergency is declared. (b) The revenue limit of section 18(a) may be exceeded dining the first
full fiscal year in which a voter approved referendum is effective, provided that the amount by which the revenue limit may be exceeded shall be no greater !hap the amot,!.nlof any net increase in
state revenue generated by such referendum; and provided that the state revenue limit shall not be exceeded in any subsequent fiscal year as a consequence of such referendum.
Section 21. State support to local government not to be reduced, additional activities and services not to be imposed without full state funding. (a) The state is hereby prohibited from redu cing the
state financed proportion of the costs of any existing activity or service required of counties and other political subdivisions. A new activity or service or an increase in the level of any activity or
service beyond that required by existing law shall not be requir.ed by the general assembly or any state agency of counties or other political subdivisions, unless a state appropriation is made and
di sbursed to pay the county or other political subdi vision for any increased costs. "Activity or Service" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, any appropriation of funds by a coun ty or
political subdivision which is necessitated by compliance with any statute or regulation adopted by the General Assembly or a state agency. (b) The state shall not mandate that a political subdi vision
impose or increase any tax, license or fee as a requirement for such political subdivision maintaining its corporate status or existing level of state fu nding, nor shall any law condition increased
apportionmen ts of state aid upon the rate of any tax.
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Section 22. Political subdivisions to receive voter approval for increases in taxes and fees - rollbacks may be'required - limitation not applicable to certain taxes for bonds,. (a) Counties and other
political subdivisions are hereby prohibited from establishing, increasing, or levying any tax, license or fee above the current levy or charge, including any current levy that has been reduced
pursuant to section 10(c) of this Article, without the approval of the required majority of the qualified voters of the county or other political subdivision voting thereon. If the definition of the base of
any existing tax, license or fee, is broadened, the maximum authorized current levy of taxation on the new base in each county or other political subdivision shall be reduced to yield the same
estimated gross revenue as on the prior base If the assessed valuation of property as finally equalized, excluding the value of new construction and improvements, increases by a larger percentage
than the increase in the General Price Index from the previous year, the maximum authorized current levy applied thereto in each county or other political subdivision shall be reduced to yield the
same gross revenue from existing property, adjusted for changes in the General Price Index, as could have been collected at time existing authorized levy on the prior assessed value. Any rate
, reduced under this section shall be rounded to the nearest 1I I00th of a cent per hundred dollars of assessed valuation. During a year of state-wide reassessment, any tax which is approved by the
required majority of qualified voters prior to the mailing of assessment notices shall be subject to the rate reduction required by this sub-section in the first year of its implementation. Any tax,
license or fee reduced under this section shall not thereafter be increased unless such increase is approved by the required majority of the voters. (b) The limitations of this section shall not apply to
taxes pledged or imposed for the payment of principal and interest on bonds or other evidence of indebtedness or for the payment of assessments on contract obligations in anticipation of which
bonds are issued which were lawfully authorized prior to the effective date of this section. (c) Notwithstanding the limitation in section 22(a), the local governing body of any county or other political
subdivision may establish and adjust User Fees within the governing body's discretion. This section 22(c) shall .apply onlYlo User Fees and not to any other tax, license or fee. (d) The provisions of
sections 16 through 25 of this Article shall not limit the authority ofa local governing body to set taxes, licenses or fees to meet the requirements of revenue bonds when such bonds have been
issued according to law and such obl~gation entered into prior to the effective date of this Amendment. Taxes, licenses or fees to support revenue bords lawfully issued prior to the adoption of this
provision may continue to be estab lished, increased, or decreased according to the law under which such bonds were issued. Taxes, licenses or fees to suppa:'. revenue bonds issued after adoption
of this provision may be established or increased only with the approval ofa majority of the qualified voters of the county or other political subdivision voting thereon, unless the revenue bond issue
is approved by such a majority and the ballot proposal submitting the revenue bond measure explicitly states that approval of the measure will authori ze the county or other political subdivision to
establish or increase taxes, licenses or fees from time to time throughout the lifetime of the improvement or its extensions or replacements, to the extent that the governing body of the county or
other political subdivision may determine to be needed to provide sufficient funds to finance operations, maintenance and replacement of the improvell\ent and debt service
Section 23. Taxpayers may bring actions for interpretations and enforcement of limitations. Notwithstanding other provisions of this constitution or other law, any taxpayer of the state, co"unty or
other political subdivision shall have standing to bring suit in a circuit court of proper venue to enforce the provisions of sections 16 through 25, inclusive, of this Article and, if the su it is sustained,
shall receiv~ from the applicable unit of government his costs, includ ing reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in maintaining such suit. Injunctive relief, including temporary and preliminary relief,
shall be available to enjoin the collection of any tax, license or fee that violates or will violate the provisions of sections 16 through 25 of this Article. Funds collected by a county or other political
subdivision while the litigation is pending, allegedly in violation of the provisions of section 22 of this Article, shall be held in escrow pending a final determination of any such litigation. Any funds
collected in violation <if section 22 of this article will be refunded.
Section 24. Voter approval requirements not exclusive - self- enforcability. (a) The provisions for voter approval contained in sections 16 through 25, of this Article do not abrogate and are in
addition to other provisions of the constitution requiring voter approval to incur bonded indebtedness and to authorize certain taxes. (b) The provisions contained in sections 16.through 25, of this
Article are self-enforcing; provided, however, that the general assembly may enact laws implementing such provisions which are not inconsistant with the-purposes of said sections. (0) Any ballot
proposal submitting for voter approval any measure t.hat may directly of indirectly result in any new, increased, or broadened tax, licence or fee, including any bond issue, shall clearly and explicitly
state that approval of the measure may increase taxes, licences, or fees.
Section 25. Interpretation and Severability. (a) In the event ofa conflict or inconsistancy between the provisions of sections 16 through 25, ofthis article and any other provisions of this constitution,
then the provisions of sections 16 through 25, shall control. (b) In the event that any provision within sections 16 through 25 of this article are held by a court in a final determination to be invalid,
then the remainder of the provisions within these sections:shall reiI)ain in effect. Notice: You are advised. that the propose constitutional ammendment changes, repeals or specifically modifies by
implication or may be construed to change, repeal, or modify py implication, in addition to the provisions of the constitution which are specifically repealed (Article X, 16 through 19 and 21
through 24), the following l?rovisions of the Constitution of Missouri: Art. II, Sec. I; Art Ill, Sec. 3; Art. Ill, Sec. 7; Art. III, 37(d); Art. III, Sec 37(e); Art. Ill, Sec. 38(b); Art. III, Sec. 39(b); Art.
Ill, Sec. 39(c); Art. III, Sec. 46; Art. III, Sec. 46(a); Art. III, Sec. 47; Art. Ill, Sec. 48; Art. III, Sec. 51; Art. IV, Sec. 15; Art. IV, Sec. 22; Art. IV, sec. 23; Art. IV, Sec. 24; Art. IV, Sec. 27; Art.
IV, Sec. 28; Art. IV, Sec. 30; Art. IV, Sec. 43; Art. IV, Sec. 47(a); Art. IV, Sec. 47(c); Art. V, Sec. 3; Art. VI, Sec. II; Art. VI, Sec. 12; Art. VI, Sec. I8(c); Art. VI, Sec. I8(d); Art. VI, Sec. 19;
Art. VI, Sec. 25; Art. VI, Sec. 26(1); Art. IX, Sec. I; Art. IX, Sec. 2; Art. X; Sec. I; Art. X, Sec. 3; Art. X, Sec. 4(a); Art. X,Sec. 4(d); Art. X, Sec. 10(a); Art. X, Sec. 10(b); Art. X, Sec. 10(c);
Art. X, Sec. II(a); Art. X, Sec. II(b); Art. X, Sec. II(~); Art. X, Sec. II(c); Art. X, Sec. II(d); Art. X, Sec. II(e); Art. X, Sec. 11(1); Art. X, Sec. 12(a); Art. X, Sec. 12(b).

Mr. Dave Dealy
VP of Operations for the Santa Fe Railway Co~
will be speaking on the topic of ..

"PUrrING 'QUALITY ON'THE FAST TRACK"
J!

' , '

.

.

\',

~

"

,.

Mr. Dealy has worked in the transportation irldustry all his life. He has bee.n with the ATSF R~ilway Co. for two years,
since leaving -~is previous P9siti9ll as VP.-Opetations fOf U:gion ~acific R~ilroad. He ,will be. discussing the role of quality
in American hlduslry .and ho~ to mci:ke it both -workabl~and profit-able. .',,'
The Santa Fe is t4:e 7th largest class-one railway'.. It'~ op~rations center is base4 in Schaumt>eig, lLand contains one of .
.> '~ . . ~~' • .
. .'
the only two centra1 dispatchfug centerS: iri>tne:

woria. ",' , -::: '-' ,,':. ,." .
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Th~r~day,
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204 McNutt.@ 6:30 p.m.
ALL DJSClPLINES WELCOME 1:0 ATTEND!
SPONSORED BY ASQC,- ASEM,
IOPP/SMElSPE
.
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Lady Miners End Season Strong
crossed the ball in front of the mouth of
the goal and Natalie Sanders put it
away for the second goal of the game.
Slafr' Wriler
With approximately seven minutes left
in the game Chrissie Eckhoff chipped
-~~~~~=~;,:=~==_~s::ea~s~0~nito~68~an~d~t~ie~in~g~th~e~ir~w~i~n~rec~o;:rd:...-~th~e~b~
all over the defensive line to
The UMR Lady [·,1iners
Amber Fischer. Amber us.ed
Soccer Teams endoc· their I
her dribbling expertise and
scored the final goal of the
successful season thi. past
Sat urday with anothe, wi n.
game. Kate Mastennan had
Their final record is 12-6-2
an outstanding offens ive performance. Natalie Sanders,
tieing the most wins set back
in 1985. Th past Week the
Chrissie Eckhoff, and Amber
team carried a record of 1-1- \.
Fischer also worked offenOn Wednesday the Lady
sively to relieve pressure
Miners traveled to SI. Louis
from the defense. The entire
to batt le Waslungton \ ,"iverdefensive line played excellenL This includes: Rachel
sity. A tie was drawn heause
the team did nnt play w their
Lewis with her great saves.
ability . The Lady Miners had
Kelly Rau with her defensive
the opportu ',ity to move
aggression, Stephanie Ingalls
ahead but mi ssed their
and Zac Thompson with their
chances . Defensively. Zac
excellent ball control, and
Thompson, Cathy Vomberg,
Tammi Bowman after a seStephanie Ingalls. Carr ie
vere injury
Co ngratulations to the
Eyerkuss,and Rachel Lewis
Ryan Shaws. 1994 Lady Miner Soccer
kept Washington Uni "ersity
scoreless .
The Lady Miners closed out the 1994 cam- Team. The team is young and
The foll owing day the palgn In fine fashion. Lady Miner Chrlsse UMR can expect good thing
Lady Miners faced top=ked Eckheff looks to pass during a game earlier to develop in the years to
Lewis University. Despite this season. .
come. Coach Swanbeck was
the change in line-up the team .:.:.;,;.;.,;;;.;;;;;;;;.;;.;.;;..---------------- pleasantly happy with the
could not hold off the att::ck of if i2. ~dway in the first half Natalie Sanders put the ball outcome of the season. The
Lewis. At halftime UMR was over the hands of. the goalie after the pass by Kate Lady Miners appreciate all
down by one goal and was Mastennan. At halftime UMR was in the lead by a lone goal. the fan support this year and
scoreless. In the second half, In the second half, William Woods rallied tieing up the score. hope to see everyone again
Lewis dominated offensively However. within the next 10 minutes Kate Masterman next year.

. ngela Passainse
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defeating UMR by the seqre of 2-0.
On Saturday the Lady Miners
smacked William Woods with a 3-1
win. The team played excellent increasing the total goals scored for the

.

'tellS Of

tfiousands of people
will need blood during
t,fie fiolidays. .
Still wondering
wfiat to give?
. American Red Cross

iec.19;

;. IO{c);

RESTLESS -H EART
1990 Academy of Count~y Music'
. Vocal Group of the Year
4 Time Granuny Nominees . . . "e··
,.
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........

N OY~_mb:e:r···'4:·"::>· .
Tickets Availa:bl'e at Ticket Window
Across From ·UMR ·Bookstore .
Time: 7:00 pm
Pla(e: Multi Pur~ose Building
Price.: Students: $5 '
. ~ -. Public: $1-0
. "- ~ .~ -1
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Student Professional Awareness Conference To Be Held
The University of Missouri-Rolla
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) student branch will
be hosting an S-PAC on the UMR
campus on November 11. An S-PAC is
a non-technical conference with topics
that explore profess ional develop. ment The conference is not just for
electrical engineers and is open to the
entire campus. In fact, the conference
is a multi-campus event with
particapants from UMC and Washinglon University.
Experienced, prac.ticing engineers
who are familiar with engineers' professional concerns will present issues
concerning most technical students.
The first speaker, Dr. Aaron Collins,
Atlanta, GA, will discuss "Profes-

sional Deve lopme nt Through Advanced Degrees ." Dr. Collins will
present the pros and cons of whether or
not to pursue an advanced degree. The
question of continuing school immediately after graduation or after gaining
some work experience will be considered. Ne xt, Mich ael Andrews ,
Scottsdale. AZ, will discuss a topic on
the minds of many seniors, "Job Search
Skills." Finally, Lorry Bannes, SI.
Louis, MO, will talk about a timely
issue, "Engineering Ethics." Find out
pow ethics factor into the day-to-day
activities of an engineer.
Students will also have the
oppurtunity to ask the speakers questions. There will be a break between
the second and third speakers with
refreshments . An optional dinner will
follow the conference. Speaking at the
dinner will be Dr. E. Keith Stanek, EE
Department Chair, the topic will be,
" Maintaining Technical and Profes-

~.

': ," '·Campus Gossip
Personals

B

sional Awareness as a Practicing Engi-

Cathy,
Iforgiveyo urartisticability. You are awesome.

neer,"

Thanks!

The conference has been planned
entirely by students, for students. To
register for the conference and/or the
dinner send your name, phone number
and $3 (conference), $6.50 (dinner) I<)
IEEE/S -PAC, EE Building, v;a campus mail. For more information contact Liana Land at 341-6534 or e-mail
lianal@umr.edu.
When/IWhere?
Friday November 11, 1994
Centenn~al

Hall,

University

Center-East
Conference:
mately 5:15

2:00p.m. to approxi-

Lioo,
yls

Marites,
It'soffical! Youarethebest!
Lioo,
Daisie
Erin,
Gotanymorepaper?

Eggo,
Wasn\ swingingbirchesTuesdaymomingfun?
Hey Becky,
. Would youkick himoutofyour- house?
DearRoomie,
lkill you. l kill youbad. Ik illyou two--no, Ikill
you three times.
AOT.
GrammarGirl
Chi Omega football is awesome!

Happiness is an unexpected smile that you'\'e come
to enjoy.
'
J<ph,
Great times ....given any thought to beingaDJ?
Oh,-wait you have! Urn .. J have an idea... Let's play
ultimate!
t#lO ... Whenis'll planned? I enjoy them at 2 a.m.,
too!
I

Craig & Steve,
Thanks for putting up with all of us during our
season. Youguysart'great !! Thanksagain!!!1
Lioo,
the football players

KAriynn.
You art' thc greatest lba.nks for making me

Can I gct somesunshine in Wal-Martat I :30 in
the morning? W.e alindy go the modem. K«p
smiling too!

Ishc c.bbling again?

Milk .. .itdonabodygood ... cspeciallyon IN!

Lo\'e,
Stephanie

3
3
3

Leia,
You an: the sweetest cutest most fun, big sis
ever! I love you!
Kasie

Rev

Shaw,
Gotsome ~ID 20J20 waitingforyou! NOT.

VII,

STEVEGORK.
Ihppy21stmrthdayt

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

Love,
Kasie

WAilOOKAY-DEE!JtJ

OlristyH.,

1
1

smile.

Hey Erin. What do you mean that you'reloo busy?
Jennifer,

Dinner (optional): 5:30p .m . to
7:00p.m.

Jody.
A personal that was on voice mail.

-

Had any good drnms/phone conversations at
1:30am.?
The a-?hole on the phone
Widget.

Marion,

Want some candy little girl?
the same a*#hole that
visitsat4:30un.

Gec,ifO!11y lhadtheoppoJtUnitytoansw~lhat

(oryou ...

Oti-OFootballTeam.

LaunG.,
Hey you area greatlittlesisl
Lioo,
ybs

Mandy,
Feelingl...ly?

1banks for the great season. Good luck next
year.

len &. Dc-anna,
Sack-o-runainthec.ckfie1d. DcfenscNDning

wild. GREATJOB!!
clawg

Bahai
rance is no proof that the animal does
not exist!
The animal, be he never so highly
developed, cannot imagine the intelligence of m~, neither can he realize the
nature of his soul. But, again, this does
not prove that man is without intellect,
or without soul It only demonstrates
this, that one form of existence is incapable of comprehending a form superior to itself.
This flower may be conscious of
such a being as man, but the fact of its
ignorance does not prevent the existence of humanity.
In the same way, if the materialists
do not believe in the existence of the
soul, their unbelief does not prove that
there is no such real, as the world of
spirit The vety existence of man's
intelligence proves his immortality;
moreover, darkness proves the presence of light, for without light there
wo uld be no shadow. Poverty proves
the existence of riches, for without
riches, how could we measure poverty?
Ignorance proves that knowledge ex·
ists, for without knowledge how could
there be igno;ance?
Therefore the idea of mortali ty pre·
supposes the existence of immortality
for if there were no Life Eternal there
would be no way of meas uri ng the life
of this world!
If the spirit were not immortal, how
could the Manifestations of God en-

from page 6
dure such terrible trials?
. Why did Christ suffer the fearful
death on the cross? Why did
Muhammad bear persecutions?
Why did the Bab make the supreme
sacrifice and why did Baha'u'llah pass
the years of his life in prison?
Why should a~ this suffering have
been, if not to prove the everlasting life
of the spirit?
Christ suffered, He accepted all
His trials because of the immortality of
His spirit If a man reflects he will
understand the spiritual signilicance of
the law of progress; how all moves
from the inferior to the superior degree.
It is only a man without intelligence who. after considering these
thi ngs, can imagine that the great
scheme of creation should suddenly
cease to progress, that evolution should
come to such an inadequate end!
Materialists who reason in this
way, and contend that we are unable to
see the world of the spirit, or to perceive the blessings of God, are surly
like the animals who have no understanding; having eyes they see not, ears
they have but do not hear. And this lack
of sight and hearing is a proof of nothing but their own inferiority; of whom
we read in the Qur'an, 'They are men
who are blind and deaf to the Spirit'.
They do not use that great gift of God,
the power of understanding, by which
they might see with the eyes of the

spirit, hear with spiritual ears and also
comprehend with a Divinely enlightened heart.
The inability of the materialistic
mind to grasp the idea of the Life
Eternal is no proof of the nonexistence
of that life.
The comprehension of that other
life depends on our 'spiritual birth!
My prayer for you is that your spiritual faculties and aspirations may daily
increase, and that you will never allow
the material senses to veil from your
eyes the glories of the Heavenly illumination.
1I

The UMR Bahai College Club welcomes all inquiries, please direct your
communications to Kang Le 3411571, Ma ureen Sidio-Hall 364-6131,
or Bill or Lynn Whieties 364-2740,
drop a note to the Bahai College Club,
University Center West, via campus
mail or attend one of the fo llowing
Bah.i Club functions: Regular Sunday
classes for children and adults 10:30
AM, University Center Wes t RM 2- 1
(t he Walnut Room). Bah';; College
Club meeting to fo llow (11 :30 AM.)
every 1st Sunday of the month Spiri·
tual Study and Discussions held every
Tuesday afternoon 4:30 - 6:00PM in
the home of Maureen Sid io-Hall, 609
E. 10th St., RoliaEVE RYONE WELCOME!

TcamChi·O.

BB,
A moment of silence for the general

TheTALLgras,looksDRY.
Coach

Fannhand,
Make sure you bring some stew with you!
clawg

CI

nere!

Dl
01
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ITHE Daily Crossword

by Diane C. Baldwin

ACROSS
1 Stylish
6 Sailing hazard'
11 Naughty
_
14 Kitchen gadget
15 Hornlike
process
16 Mature
17 Russian country
. house
18 Bide one's time
19 Baby animal .
20 Dr. Seuss book
23 Author Rand
24 Irishman
25' Cicatri x
28 Sal.er
31 Synthetic fabric
35 OOTs Fleming
36 Fall behind
37 Tijuana
tomorrow
38 Dr. Seuss book
42 Closer at hand
43 Charged particle
44 A person. in
general

--

DringOIll
1Il!1l!

nlkiogmt

m,biSiis

45 Kind 01 DOSS or
vote
46 Opening
47 U.S . historian
48 Prong
50 Trevino of golf
52 Dr. Seuss
59 Consume
60 Ber( ~ muppet
pal .
61 Sofa
63 Circle piece
64 Astound
65 Obliterate
66 Stadium cheer
67 Gross receipts
68 OsCpr de la DOWN
1 Certain deg.
2 Fosse
J
3 Principal
4 Try a case again
5'Dick or Spencer
6 Shoo!
7 "Oh - hate to
get up .....
8 With a Citrus
flavor
9 Bryant or Hill

Review, from page 5

01NOT.
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10 Member of a
certain church
11 One of the three
Bs
12 Water: Sp.
13 Red ink item
21 Elk feature
22 AIr. antelope
25 Portends
26 Prooireader's
mark
27 Lend - (listen)
29 Joplin tune
30 Tex. A.&M .
student
32 Hurrah!
33-on
(endlessly)
34 Accused
37 Hea'rth
shelf .
,39 One of nine
si ~ters

40 Irmovations
41 Solomon, to
David
46. Springlil<e -

47 Famous
streetcar name
49"- Rae "
51 Downy duck
52 Sign of remorse
53-kiri
54 Engrave
55 Dimensions
56 The Bee57 Designer Picone
58 Endure '
62 Tchrs.' org .

see Solutions, page 18
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Wanted!!!
\ _
. Indi~idu a ls and Student Orgartaations
to Promote SPRING BREAK '95.
Eam-substanlial MONEY a~d FREE
TRIPS . , CALL INTER -Ci\MPUS
'. PROGRAMS
, J-800-327-6013

,

J~

Lu Ann meets Corkey Oberlander
Charmaine Laverty
Heather
Duetscher
Olin Potts - Chad Reimann
Rufe Phelps - Jeff Hansen
Milo Crawford· Malcolm Hayes
Red Grover· Eric Allison
Assistant Directors -

Mike Pinkerton and Allison Skinner
Costume Coordinator - Cathleen Smith
The play is produ~ed by the University Theater Players. Tickets are
now available at the University Center
West ticket office at $3.00 for general
admission and $2.00 for students with
a valid I.D.

D~iIY

Special

BUY ONE FOOnONG. GET ONE FREE

.....-.... ........

with purcha .... of 220z. soft drink .
6

~

12" COLD COMBO OR MEATBALL SUB
FOIIONlY

$2.79pU'"

BUY ONE FOOnONG. GET ONE FREE
with purcha .... 01 220z ... olt drtnk
AFTER 3:00 P .M .

.....- ..............

'

CREATE YOUR OWN VALUE MEAL .
add chips .. nd m .. dlum .. oda
. FOIl OIt..Y $1.00
IaJ

pU

FREE COOKIE WITH
ANY SUB PURCHASE
ADD DOUBLE MEAT FOR
$1 .00 plus ta ..

KID'S PAKS
.eee plus t ....
vvith any sub purchase

The Boys in the Bar

•
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Aid
wide. Inciudes jobhotlines,careerpubHcations,com-

facili ty is r<"quired. Trons,portation ex penses to nnd

puterdatnbascs,employment centc:rs; allpaid by taxes

from the prncticum si te are reim bursed and a dislocn-

and available fa r use.

lion nllowance of $400 pcr month is paid.

T hcNntlonalJob linc Directory: over 2000 compa-

now receive help with pla nning forthe fut ure.
Se rvi ces to be pro\'ided include simple wills,

baccalaureate degree and who have not completed

post job openings by phone.

more than one academi c yea ror g radulltestudies by!he

Regional Tech nology Gulde...M Idwes l U.S.A. : the

effective date oflhe fellowship appointment.

guide to technology manufactu rers and developers in

Forappl icalion materials o r additional infonna-

MiMesota,l\1issouri ,Kansas, lowa,Nebraska , North

tion on policies, procedures, and guidel ines unde r

Dakota. and South Dakota. Detailed compMYp~files,

whieh the program operates. please contact: Mary

The Un i\'ersi ty of Missouri-Rolla chapter of Phi

known as "Liv ing Wills". Lega l Aid se rvcs c1itnts in

ANNUAL COMPEnn ON FOR FULLB RIGHT

a 12-countyarea of South Central Missouri . Persons

GRAl'ITSOPENS

whoarerequestinglegal assisL1.nceintheareaof s imple

UMRsenio~to apply forfellowships worth up to S7000

the J. William Fullbright Foreign Scholarship Board

800-999-0249 to apply fo rf ree legal se rvices.

(BFS) and the Institute oflnternational Education (UE)

wide and

announce the May J, 1994officialopeningofthe 1995-

SI000. The awards ~llbebased onscholasticachiev~

96competitionfor FullbrightGrantsforgraduatestudy

ment, standardized tesi scores, hono~ and enrichment

Students considering the cont inua tion of their

Kinney, Industrial Hygiene Graduate F;UowshiPPro-

c;d~cationalcaree~shoul d look tothe U.S. Department

or research abroad in academic fi elds and for profes-

gram , ScienceJEngineering Educati? n D i\'is i ~~, Oak

ofEn,ergy (DOE) fora helpful hand. Tens of thousands

sion al training in the ereati\'e an~perfonning arts.

Lookingfortheopportunityto become a profess ional ina demanding profession ? lfso, the Industrial
Hygiene Graduate Fellowship Program is for you.
Sponsored by the U.S . Dep~ ~ent of Energy

: . GJaduatil)gOMRsenio~with superior academic

The pulpose ofthese grants-is to increase mutual
understanding be!ween the people of the United Slate;

and leaden;hip records should contact Phi Kappa Phi
representative Jerry Bayless atRoom 101 Engineering

.

n ~ cl ea r engi neerin gfus i on energy, applied h~lth phys-

' nnd other countries. Theyare funded unde rthe Mutual '

ics, radioact ive waste management, and industrial hy-

EducationaI and CulturalExchange Actofl96 1 through

Research Laooratory, 34'1-4 i5l, fOradditionalinfonna-

giene.

an annuaI appropriation m.ade by Congress to US IA.

tion and for application fonn s. The deadline to submit
applications is Feb. 1.

ofEnergy toundettake nationaI and international pro-

Graduate fellowship programs sponsored be DOE

Participati nggovenunents and host institutions in many

grnms in science and engineering education, training

and administered by the Oak Ridge Inslitute for Sci-

countries also contribute. The BFS, composed of 12

PhiKappaPhi,founded in 1897.hasmorethatfSO

a nd management systems, en ergy and en\' ironment

enceandEducationprovide fullp3)mentoftuitionand

educaHonaland public leaders appointed by the Presi-

, chapters at universities and colleges throughout the

systems. and medical sciences. ORISE and its pro-

fe~s, monthly stipends,

and the opportunity to gain

dent of the United States, establishes criteria for the

nation. It i s. ~e only major national scholastic honor

gramsareope ratedbyOak RidgeA'~ociated Uni\'ersi- _ \ pmt.ticalexperienceatDOE laoomtof)'. Awa rds\'ary

selection of candidatcsandhas the fmal authority forthe

sociey that recognizes academic excellence in all disci-

awardu1gofgrants.

plines.

ties (ORAU) through a management and oper.lling

dep~di ngonthespecificprogramandthedegret:being

contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. Estab- •

pursued,

Di \'ision, the f eUowshi p pro gram'is accepting applica-

All programs require the s ubmission of a feliow-

MSPE ST. LOUIS CHAPTER AUXILIARY

ship ,application and complet ion of the Gmduate

ningdateofthegrant. Creative and perfonningartistsaTt

SOIOLARSHIP
The Missouri Society of Professional Engineen;, St.

The Missouri Bela (UME) Chapter of the Tau

Record Examination (GRE). S tudents must have re-

not requir~ to have a bachelo~ degree, but they must

Beta Pi Associ ation, a national eng ineering honor soci-

ceived their undergraduate degrees in a science or

ha\'e four years of relevant trainingorstudy. Candidates

Louis Chapter Auxiliary, is pleased to announce that

The need to ensure healthful conditions in the

ely is cUlTently accepting applicat ions fo r its sp ring

engineering discipline by august 1995,

in medicine must have anM.D. orequivalentat thetime

they will once again be awarding six (6) Sl~O.OO

of application.

scholarships to aspiring engineering students forlhe

tionsforthe academic yearbeginningSeptember 1995.
The deadline for applications is Jan. 3 1, 1995 .

workplace for employees h as created an unprtCed ented

scholarships. These scholarships are: awarded to stu-

Selection isbased on academicperfonnance, rec-

demand for industrial hygienists who anticipate, recog-

dents who have demonstrated outstandi ngpotentioal

ommendations, and a statement of career goals by the

nize, ev aluate, and control those env ironmental factors

during theirfreshman year in the field or engineering,

applicant.

Applicants should be currently enrolled at UMR, be a

orstressors arising in or from the workplace that may

_

Fellowshipapplicationsare being taken through

... All applicants arc required to have sufficient proficiency in the language of the host country to carry out

1995-96 school year.

REQUIREMENTS
. ' Be a junior or senior engineering student in the

theirproposedstudy or research.

Jan ,3 1, 1995, and awa rds will be announced in April

Fullbright Full grants provide round trip intema-

Engineering Mangement and Engineering Mechan-

1995. Forapplications oradditioral infonnation, con-

tional travel, maintenance forthe tenure: of the grant, a

Theprimary goalofthe fellowship program is to

ics), have completed between 30 and 59 credit hOUB,

tact Sandra Johnson or Marcia DeMarcus, ORISE

research allo~ance, and tuition wai\'e~ if applicable.

increase the nwnbcr of industrial hygieni5ts at the

and have a minimum 3.5 cumulative GPA. Fonnsare

Fellowship Prografus, Oak Ridge Institute forScience

Fuill?rightTn.\,elGrantsprovidero·undtriptravelto the

Reside (both student &pa~ts) inthe Metropoli-

master's degree level to help ensure healthful working

available at the Financi alAid Office. The deadline to

and Education, Science/Engineering EducationDivi-

country where the student will pUBue studyorresearch

tan St. Louis area in include the counties ofSL Louis ,

cond itions for employees of DOE laboratories and

return thefonns isTuesday, November 22, 1994.

sio n,P.O.Box 117,oakRidge,Tenn.,37831-0117,or

and are intended to supplement maintenance awards

Jefferson,FBllklin ,St. Charles, Lincoln,andWamn.

call 1·800-569-7749. FAX·on·demandcanbeutilized

from othersources that donot provide fundsfortnvel.

cause sidc.ness, impaired health, signifiC1nt discomfort. or inefficiency among workers,

I

full-timeundergraduateengineeringstudent(including

facilities throughout the United States. Otherprogram

1996-96 Fallsemesterattendinga Missouri Engineering College or Ynive~ity.
~vegoodscholastic achievement

Haveaftnancialneed .

goals include increasing the visibility of industrial

THE AIR FORCE IS STll.LHlRING andh .. 2and 3

by ,imply dialing (615)483-7652from any touch-ton,

All gnmts include basic health and accident inrun.nce.

hygiene as a career option, strmgthening th e industrial

year scholarships availa~le through the Air Force Re-

phone. A recordingwiUguide you through the calland

Complete program and application infonnation is

hygiene profession, and strengthening ties between

serveOfficerTraining Corps (AFROTC) for qualified

will ask you to input your fax nwnber. A copy of the

c.,?ntained in the brochure, "Fullbright an~ othergrant' s

TOAPI1LY AGAIN.

DOE and the academic community .

college students in se1ec:tedengineering, science, and

specific program description/application fonn orpro-

for graduate study or research abroad, 1995-96." Stu-

Appli:antmust attach copy of thcirtransaiptof grades

Administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Sci-

n ontech:nica1nujo~. Scho1a~hipscovermosttuition

gram flier you requested will automaticallybefaxed to

dents cu rrently enrolled in a collegeonmiven;ity should

and credits.

ence and Education (ORISE), appointments in the

and laboratory, textbook, and incidental fees plus a

yoo.

contacttheiron-campusFollbrightProgramAdvisorfor

ANDPERSONALRECOMMENDATIONBYTIlE

Industrial Hygine Graduate Fellowship Program arc

$100 monthly allowance. If you are a frC$hman,

The Oak Ridge Inst itute for Science and Educa-

brochures, application fonns, and further infonnation.

DEAN, FACULTY MEMBER ORA COUNSELOR

for 24 months.

Fellows are required, however,

sophomore, or juniorand are interested in scholarship

tion (O,RISE) ~as established by the U.S. Department

tosubmita rt:newa1application at theend of the first 12

opportunities,please contactAFROTC in Harris Hall,

of Energy to undertake national a nd international pro-

RURAL MISSOURI, INC.

CLUDED.

months. The program pays an annual stipend of

room206orcall341-6541

demic allowance of $1.500 aMually, and full fP.,ition

Meramec Area

Legai Aid

Be a citizen (a green card willnotqualify).

FORMER RECIPIEl'ITS ARE ALSO WELcOME

FROMTIlE SOIOOLOF ENGINEERING BY IN-

grams!n science and engineering education, training

If you have been employed as a fannworkerin the past

and management systems , energy and environment

two years, you m,.y be eligible to receive free tuition

Applications avawble in the Student Fmancial Aid

Corporation (Legal

systems, and medical sci ences. ORISE and its pro-

assistarice for your education.

Office,G-1 PancerHall.

S15,600 in 12 monthly payments ofSl ,300, an aca-

Aid)willbeginservin g clientsinanewareaofthelaw.

grams areoperated byOak Ridge Associated Universi-

If you have worked as a farm, orchard, grecnhouseor

DEADLINE RETURN TO MSPEBYDECEMBER

Participation in a three-month practirum, a practi-

Legal Aid will pro\' ide an attorney free of charge to

ties (ORAll) through a management and operating

poultry/egg production employee, you rMy qualify.

3, 1994.

cal, hands-on work experience. at a ~E-designated

eligible clients for simpleestate planning. Oienl& can

contract with the U.S . Department of Energy . Estab-

To obtain details and the field representative closest to

andfces.

.

CO.pl

Forallgrants,applicanLS mtSstI3eU.S.cilizens and
,
I
hold a ooch~ l or' sdegreeorit' s equivalent by the begin-

lished in 1946, ORAU isa multiu ni \'e~ityconsortium . .

,DOE), OfficeofH ealth, Indust rial Hygiene Prognuns'

programs,campw and comrriunity leadership activites,

of doUars are available for students interested in

The Oak Ridge Inst itute for Science and Educa-

COJP'

. ' study Md career goals, and f acult y c\'alua tions.

pu6.~ing master'sordoctoral degrees in such areas ~s

tion (O RISE)was estnblished by the U,S. Department

Financial Aid

39 additional honorable mention awards of

Ridge Institute for Science and Education, 120Badger

.

niques, tricks and shortcuts,

Phi Kappa Phi will award 50 fellowships nation-

A\'enue.~ ?O. Box 117. Oak Ridge , Tenn.! 3783 1. 0 117, «I'phono: (615)576-9655 .

68% of jobs are obtnined and learn networking tech-

f0 rfi ~t yeaI' graduilte Of professional study.

eSl3tepianningorotherareas maycaU 34 1-36~o r 1-

with sales prospects and s upplie~ .

Job Sear ch Networkin g: find out how more than

Kappa Phi National HonorSociety invites outstandin8

The United States Infonnation Agency (USIA),

The T enn essee Job Ba nk: profiles large and small
companies and jobopportunities in the state ofTeMe5-

you cai! 1-800-234-4972.

lis hed in 1946. ORAU is a consortium of82coUeges
and universities.

powe rs ofattom ey, benefi ciary deeds and documents

Theprogmm isopen to U,S. citizens who hold the

mcs,govemmentagmclcsMdotherorganizatl0ns thnt

Solutions

~

\IMeles

from page 17

.MID

1009 A Pine Street
314-364-5581

Ii
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RPG's - Models - Trains
Magic"The Gathering" & TSR's "SpellFire"
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Missouri Miner
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·
Allied Signal

Method:

Oat_ ot Interview :
Majora :
Remark.:

PRS-Open

MECK

Minimum CPA:

Maj ors:

2.450

Must be

Sophomor e

10/27/94 algn-up posted.

Junior

standing .

Majora:

Method:

PRS-Open

MIN CIVL GEE

Method:

ELEC MECH CHE

Minimum GPA:
2.000
Re.... rks:
10/27/94 sign-up posted.

Deadline 11-4-94

PRS-open

Deadline 11-4

work location : St. Louis, MO , engineeri ng group
opportun ities 'exist in Muscatin e, Iowa, Luling,
Louisiana , and
St. Louis, MO
Job descripti on available at - the Co-op Office

COMPANY NOT INTERVIEWING ON-CAMPUS AT THIS TIME,
BUT WILL CONTACT
PROSPECT IVE CANDIDATES LATER

company: Cyrua TWentymi le Coal Company
Date ot Interview :

.

cQmpa~~~e ~~n~~~!~ ~~:;an~OTA~~;~~~i~~~~c C~~~~PUS

Work Location: Pittsburg , JC:ansas
Informat ion being mailed by company today 10-27.
start 1st co-op work session tpring 1995

compa~~e ~~lin~~~~e=~clear Operating

Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomor e Senior Junior
standing .
Remarks: Posted for sign-ups 10/24/94 . Deadline
11/7/94
start 1st co-op ....ork session January 95. State
undergrou nd coa.l mine. $12-$14/ hr to start, 20 of the art lonqwall
miles southwes t of
Stea.mboa t Springs Colorado . 1st student Jan to
Aug. 2nd student June
to Dec. company sending a video to the Career Opp.
ctr. Great
skiing in Jan.
Work location: Oak Creek, COLORADO

ILlARY

.

CO -O p :Em;p~oyment;

Company:

..

Page 19

Majors:
US/PeI'1ll

Method:

PRS-Open

ELEC MECK NUCL

Minimum CPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing
.
Remarks: 10/14/94 sign-ups posted - Deadline 11/18-Com
pany not intervie
-cAmpus Worle Location : Burlingto n, JC:ansas
Company requires a cover letter to accompan y resume
,
transcrip
t.
malee cover letter Attn: WCNOC Attn: David Reynolds
(WeHR), PO Box
411, Burlingto n, l<S 66839-04 11. Bring to Co-op
Office no later than
11/18/94 .

H5OII.OO

Ufcr tbc

..

,~

~ng NOV61'1bff 4 . . 1994

A

CfvUl:;~ rJj~

Co-ne. jon us 'fcy

.fpics

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL PRiCES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS

Y11lE

lSELOR

ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECf ION OF GAMES & MUSIC

)BYlN·

0

mogicd

elf;""

thrpugh SpectocLAor

I;q,ted·display.;. . Sonethhj icy o! ogds.
We ore lOcated Cwroxi'notely 8 mks' . ·est' of Rolo
on 1-44 ot SUgar Tree Rood exil (pen 7 do>s 0 week
frem dork t.X111 1 0 pn Buses welcome.
.
C~- !lB
Vms - SIS
B.,ses -

550

Friday Lunch Special Tacos &
The Grotto's Famous Burrito s 11:30 - 2:30

lcialAid

EMBER

Repub licans
Athletes
thing which could just as easily be later
in they day. What we suggest is a window of time in the afternoon, which is
reserved solely for extra-curri cular activities. This can include athletic prac-

tices, organizational meetings. etc.

"

This will provide the balance we are all
looking for, the ability to succeed in
both athletics and academics.
. Finally, we realize that a large number of students at UMR support our
programs. For that we thank you. For
those students who doubt the benefit of
athletics, consider the following. EveI)' time a UMR team competes, our
university receives publicity in major
newspapers. on the radio and on television. Just looking at this year's sched-

from page 3
ules, UMR teams will compete in_Missouri, Kansas, illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Arizona, Kentucky, Rorida, and
Mississippi, just to name a few states.
It is this pUblicity and name recognition that draws many students to Rolla.
It seems that supporting athletics is a
small price to pay when compared to
t\le end result.
Although I have only been able to
touch on a few key .topics, I hope that
students will have more of a feel for
what we, as student athletes are all
about I also hope that you will support
us both in reg ard to the mentioned
issues and on the playing field.
Kristan King, Team Captain
UMR Softball

If so many Republicans
are against Amendm ent 7,
then who is for it? The answer is Libertarians. Amend!TIent 7 falls light in,1ine with
the Libertar ian belief that
there should be no government. When Jim Moody, a
fonner state budget director
under Govern or Ashcrof t,
published the Moody Report
stating the economic impact
of Amendment 7, who did
Hancock turn to for support?
It was not the Republicans. It
was a Libertarian think tank

from page 3

called the Cato Group.
This group published the
Cato Report to counter the
Moody Report. This Cato
Group is also well known for
its advocacy in favor of the
legalization of drugs. Does
this sound like standard Republican philosophy? Since
when do Republicans turn to
groups like this for support?
Don't be deceived. Limited governmertt is the banner
of the R.~publican Party, but
no government is the banner
of the Libertarian Party. This

is why so many Republicans
have refused to support
Amendment 7--it is not a Republican amendment but a
Libertarian movement. The
fact that so many Republicans are against Amendment
7 is not a sign of disloyalty to
the party, but a sign ofloyalty
to the Republi can belief.
Those who believe in the Republjca n ideolog y should
think carefully before voting
for a Libertarian measure like
Amendmt?I)t 7,:. _ .
Andrew Sears

.> ",_'-:.' -

Wednesday, November 2, 1994
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Lambda Sigma Pi's

&.......

5th Annual

121 Howard Johnson Drive • Rolla, MO

364~0517

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Chili, Chips & Cheese

We Serve Daily Specials
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

for Charity

• Pizza Specials •

Sunday, Nov. 6 4-7 pm
Episcopal Church @ 10th and Main

2 Medium One Topping Pizzas
2 Large One Topping Pizzas

$8 90
$11 90

·or·
Buy a Large Pizza at regular price and get a

$3.50 in advance
$4.00 @ the door

Han

6 Pack Absolutely FREE
Pepsi of Diet Pepsi
Dine in or Carry Out· For Delivery add $ 1.00

,--------------------,

I
SPAC Registration Form
I
I Name
PH#
IEEE#
I
I Conference: members $2_ nonmembers $3_
I
I Dinner
members $5_ nonmembers $6.50_
I
ILReturn
form
to
IEEE
Hobby
Lab
in
the
EE
Building.
___ ______ _________ I
~

~

10% ~ffwith Student ID on Reg. Priced Items •
weakly and daily speci(lls

Try Our Specialties
Pizza • Steak • Gyros· Souvlaki· Lasagna . _Spaghetti • Salads

~

. FREE WORKSHOP PRESENTED BY
HElM & YOUNG FINANCIAL CORP.
LEARN HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR TAX-FAVORED SAVING ...
INVEST IN A 403(b) TSA PROGRAM
WITH THESE IMPORTANT BENEFITS AND MORE!

*
*

Loan privileges form 403(b) TSA Salary Reduction Program
You choose where to invest among your employer's offerings
* Protection of principal in case of early death
* Death benefit increases automatic~ly at no additional cost
* Your contributions are always 100% vested - never forfeit
able

* Your contributions through salary reductions cut feJeral and
state (if applicable) taxes immediately
* Painless savings program through monthly automatic payroll
reduction
* Ideal IRA alternative: Maximum limit higher than IRA
(16%-20% of gross pay) and all contributions within
limits reduce taxes

DATE: Wednesday, November 16, 1994
TIME: 11:00 am - 12:00 pm or 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm
LOCATIONS: Uni versity Center East - Mark Twain Room
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
TO REGISTER CALL: (800) 779-7283

her
flag

f!'"manoffen
<IioI loWashir

iIlncock prot<
~nl'scredit
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Securities offered through SECURITIES AMERICA, INC. Member NASD/SIPC, Dean W. Young MS, CFP, David P. Luethkemeyer.
Registered Representatives

;-

